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I'NTRODUCTIO'N' 

1’~ E main aim of this bibliogra:,hy is to pro\-ide an annotated guide to 

empirical studies on the question of choice of tcchoique in developing 

countries. The key knportance of the question of the nature and extent 

of technica! choice available tp developing countries has long been 

recognized, from both a theoretical and a practical point of viebv. Xeo- 

classical analysis of choice of technique (and the broader questions of 

economic growth in :shich choice of technique is subsumed-see Hahn 

and ~Iatrhews [j, 19hg]) is premised on the existence of a wide range of 

different techniqiies of varying !abour- and capital-intensity KO produce 

2 ;gi\-en output. The debate as to whether capital-intensity may be 

justihed even in a labour-abundant CC ,xm); because of the consequences 

for sa\-ings and iiliisequent growth (see Gaienson-leibenstein [4, 19553, 

Dobh [3, I9j6-;], &FL (1968) and criticisms of this position, e.g. Stewart 

and Streeten [I.+, 197Ij) is of relevance only to the extent that there does 

in fact exist a choice of technique. Critics of the neo..classical view have 

denied that such a choice exists. (Set: Amin [I, 19691 and Kaldor [8, 

196,<!.) Poiicy rtcomme~~dations for cl-uigcd factor prices in developing 

countries, which appear uith predictable regularity in economists’ 

reports, are in most cases derived, im~plicitly or expli&ly, from models 

of development which assume the existence of such a choice. 

We may illustrate the significance of the question by using a simple 

diagram. Suppose the economy produces a single good. Suppose that it 

has limited inx-estmect resources,2 as shown by Ok in the diagram, and 

that it has labour supplies 01 Fr : f$lll employment of labour and full 

use of its investment resoui-- Ltis the appropriate technique is represented 

byf in the diagram. The iI; ,-estment per man is shown by the slope of 

the line Of which may be dei..x -! as the capital- or investment-intensity 

of the technique. If there is a w-ide range of efticient techniques for 

L In the introduction many of the references are to entries in the bibliography. 
These are iwlicized (and dated where more than one entry by any author is 
included in Ihe bibliography: References in rbe introduction to works which 
do not appear subsequ^~a:ly ;a the 
bracketed numbers ar>< _ ,:c 

bibiiography are followed by square- 

square-bracketed :xCe:l “CF 
publication. but they are not annotated. The 

ai .: iisted in full at the end of the introduction. 
* The period of tirns CC 

of life of the capital c :L,~~~ 
YI by ‘investment resources’ depends on the length 

t. :; he equipment on17 lasts one year then the 
whole labour force has *J be rt a,l’.pped every year, and investment resources 
relate to a single yenr. ‘i’kne approp, iate period over which to measure the invest- 
ment resources is thus ihr typical length of life of capital equipment. Where (as 
is nomal) this exceeds a ; ee:- *’ .~s presents problems of aggregation we time; 
the total investment resources available then varies with the interest r~ .e used 
for aggregation. 
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prodacing the :ooti in que>tion~ as shown by the isoquant 7’T in the 

diagram, then tile existence of appropriate technique j is asstxed. The 

qwstion at Isaac is then whether to adopt techniquefthereby ensuring 

current h,:! ern;)io\m;ent, or whether It:, using a mere capital-intcnsiw 

technique. sa!: i-, more savings may be generated and subsequently 

a faster growth in invest&k resources and output and employment. 

Practicali!-, the qlxstion at issue is ;low to alter factor prices and other 

determinants of technique selection in such a way that the appropriate 

tcclmique, 1,~ it I’ orf, wil! in fact be selected. But suppose the isoquant 
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TI’is a figment of the economists’ imaginatior? and only a single efficient 

technique exists, shown by the ray Oq. Changing factor prices and other 

incentives to secue the adoption of techniquef will then be pointless, 

since being the only a\:ailabte technique 9 must be chosen. The debate 

betweenf and I is equally pointless. Cnemployment ut is inevitable. 

Recently the claims of those who advocate ‘Intetmediate Technology’ 

(I.T.) (see Schumacher (1965)) h ave 
In criticizing the I.T. 1 

been receiving increasing attention. 

calms it has been argued, firstly, that such a 
technology is an inferior technology, in rhe sense that it involves lower 

leve!s of output for any given investment expenditure; and secondly, 

that it involves lower levels of savings and hence of growth. Both the& 

criticisms are part of the familiar debate about technology. In terms of 

the diagram the I.T. enthusiasts can be seen as arguing thatfexists and 

should be adopted, while the critics argue either that to the extent that 

low J/L techniqlles exist (and I.T. advocates hold out concrete examples, 

so for some areas that cannot be denied) their productivity is low and 

the positir;l on the diagram isf’ rather thanf, involving a loss in out- 

put for any g&Ten investment as compared with r; or, in so far asf does 

exist> I should be chosen in preference on account of the savings factor. 



If savings vary with the technique chosen then the technique adopted, 

tile @ii ch~~sen on isoquant Z’Y’, affects the rate of growth of resources, 

savtngsS in:-estment, output, and employment. I.T. advocates might 

deny that their c!aims can bc so easily fitted into the oLd debate. To 

some ~XRXT the\- ax ri<!lt, in that they are discussing the creation of a 

new technology,.r& ,er than the existence Jf an old one. Thus they have 

intrcSl.xed, correctly, a dynamic note to the debate. Moreover, they are 

concerned with many aspects of technology not represented in this 

diagram, e.g. income distribution, rural, urban questions, etc.-see 

Sclzunzacl~r (196; and 1973). None the less a rational assessment of the 

I.T. case does require, as a prerequisite even if it would not contain the 

ultimate answer, factual knowledge as to how I.T. techniques compare, 

in terms of investment and labour productivity, and surplus generation, 

with more conxntional techniques. 

Fruitful discussion of the choice of technique in an economy thus 

requires factual knowledge about the ra.nge of techniques available and 

the lnvestible surplus generated by them. Most theoretical work, and 

much work on policy, is written in partial or comp!ete ignorance of 

such facts. It is therefore the aim of this bibliography to collect together 

the empirical work that has been done in tbis field. 

The model depicted above is extremely, indeed perhaps distortingly, 

oversimplified. It side-steps the manifold problems raised by the con- 

cents of cqital and capital-intensit_y using instead investible WSOUK~S 
and in~;estm~flt-intensit3J, though these concepts are by no means problem- 

free either. (Some of the difficulties are disxssed in Boon (1964) and 

Stewart.; It assumes there are only two scarce factors, homogeneous 

iabonr and capital. Shortages of other inputs-e.g. skilled labour or 

management---may make the model irrelevant. 4norher objection to the 

I.T. case is that it may make more use of scarce managerial and adminis- 

trative resources than other less labour-intensive techniques. It assumes 

(though this is not of critical importance) that the concept ‘full employ- 

ment’ is meaningful and identifiable. It ignores scale as a factor deter- 

mining the naturz and efficiency of techniques. It is static, in th.e sense 

that it looks at technology at a moment in time, wheieas technology is 

continuously changing. And, perhaps the most signific;:nt weakness, it 

is postulated on a single-product world. Product choice is an important 

dimension of choice in a number of ways. In an open economy, choice- of 

product and specialization through trade allow for variations in invest- 

ment- and labour-intensity even where each product is associated with 

a unique technique. For domestic conyJmption the same needs may be 

fulfilled by different products (in nature or qllality) thus widening the 

range of technology available (see Stewart [IS, rg72]). 

Some of the empirical studies stare the weakness of the model; others 

do not, and illuminate dimensions of technical choice not contained in 

ztltradzrctio?l 3 
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the simple one-good, two-factor mde!. Broadloom tmo approaches have 

been adopted. First, the macro-approach of fitting production functions 

(of a constant elasticity of subs,titution (C.E.S.) type) to cross-section 

data w-ithin an industry, and scmetimes between industries. This 
approach was pioneered by Arrozc, Clrencr~, Ali~l~~s, mrd S&u. The 
approach suffers from the conceptual defects of C.E.S. production 

functions. In generai, vintages are ignored and machinery of widely 

differink age and origin is treated as tf it .xre all part of a single pro- 

duction function. Capital is treated as a. homogeneous input, and its 

marginal product is assumed to be gi\,en by the profit rate (while 

simi!arly the marginal products of other factors, like labour, are also 
assumed to be given by their rewards). Given these (and other) assump- 

tions the production fymction which best fits data is calculated, and the 

elasticity of substitution between factors derived. The elasticities so 

derived are as much a derivative of the (artificial) assumptions made as 

of the data, and do not, we believe, shed much light on current oppor- 
tunities of developing countries. Some references to this type of work 

have been included in thts bibliography (:see Section 3) but we have not 

aimed to be comprehensive. The approach is subject to systematic 

crittcism b,: O’fIr2rli&v, and also by Harcourt [6, ro~z]. Morawetz 
shows the mcnnsistency between the industry ranking generated by 

different studies using the C.E.S. approach. See also Dhymes for dis- 

cussion of the various concepts employed in such an approach. 

Tne second approach is that of the micro-studies. These look at the 

required inputs to produce a given outputPnormally a single product, 

or very close substitutes. These are contained in Section I of the 

bibliography; here v:e have tried to be comprehensive, outside agri- 

culture. IVe have not included studies of agricultural techniques. Not 

all the studies fall neatly into one or other of our two categories. Some 

(see, for example, Diaz-A41ejandro (1972)) collect data at a micro level 

and then apply production function techniques to the data so obtained. 
The micro-studies tend to be particularly subject to two defects: first, 

to avoid problems of product valuation they generally aim to cover only 

techniques which result in the same or extremely similar products. 

They thus fail io pick -up possible choice of technology via choice of 

products. For example, Stewart looks at different methods of producing 

cement blocks. As far as choice of technique is concerned there is 

probab!y much more difference between the labour- and investment- 

intensity of methods of producing cement blocks, mud-bricks? and 

stones (all alternetives for housebuilding) than between different methods 

of producing blocks. The wide variations in performance between 

examples of the same technique, shown by Stewart and Doyle, suggest 

that studies which take only a single example of each technique may be 

defecti\rc. The second major weakness of the micro-studies is their 
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static nature: This mea:;s that the stud& become obsolete as fast as 

the machirics under cxnnination. 

Each of the studies is in some ways time and country specific and the 

results cannot be grr.eralized. ‘They are country spxific for t\ho reasons: 

first because technical requirements i,lay vary betu-een countries because 

of differences in geogmphy, managerial skill, and raw-material rc!;ources. 

But even with identical techni.cal characteristics, economic diffwences 

may lead to dXerence$ in investment and other costs. To calculate 

investment costs requires estimating and adding up the costs of binlding 

(local labour and local machinery) d h . .t. f an t e LOS s o machmery, which 

ma)- be produced !ocally or imported. In addition, for comparisons 

between techniques, repair and maintenance costs, and differences in 

1en:ths of life of assets must all be considered. Putting figures on these 

items involves adding up non-homogeneous items, and hence evalua,- 

tion (e.g. of the value of building costs as against imported machinery).. 

Bm once one does this one has introduced economic variables, not just 

trs:hnical. 1Vhile empirical case studies of the choice of technique 

generally try to stick to technical values as much as possible, all the 

studies, to wrying degrees, make use of economic data as well. Some 

in fact go the whole hog and. convert the exercise to one of cost-benefit 

analysis (see Z’i&,~tt). It must therefore be emphasized that apparently 

technical ratios comparing I/L, I/U’ for different techniques are basetd 

in part on the conversion of non-monetary (technical) values into mone:y 

values. This inevitably involves some assessment (imphcit or explicit) 

,of the relative value of different items, and consequently the ratios ma:y 

be altered by a different relative valuation. 

Reference has already been made, in passing, to the recent severe 

and penetrating attacks on the concept of capital. (See Harcourt [O, 

1972] for full bibliography and Sen [x3, 19731 for an amusing review 

of the debate of relex~ance to the discussion Yiere.) It has been shown 

that there is no objective en.tity capita’ which may be uniquely 

measured in the way that one might count pebbles on a beach. The 

capital stock consists of heterogeneous items produced ‘at different. 

times, with different lengths of life. Summing these invo!ves weighting, 

and the particular sum arrived at-the ‘quantity of capital’---depends on 

the weighting tised, and in particular on the time-weighting, or the rate 

of interest. Thus neither the quantity of capital, nor the m,arginal pro- 

duct of capital are objectively identifiable, which was one of the chief 

reasons for criticizing the C.E.S. approach. It might be thought that t,he 

concepts of capital- or investment-intensity-at the heart of the studies 

I &re and in what follows, 

I = investment cost 
L = employment 
0 = output 
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com$:d hex-was, 1~~ the same token, wx~kentrd. However;, these 

srlldi.~; are, at ixst, concerned with rhc investment costs cf different 

te&iques, not with the capital stock. That is, the\- do not trv to 

aggregate the \-a!ue of past investments, but rather look at thr curxnt 

mvestmcnt costs c’ introducing different techniques. Some weigh&g 

is involved here because investment decisions too involve non- 

homogeneous items, over time as ~~41 as across time. I\-ith assets of 

different liws, the intzrcst rate assumed \\-ills influence the \-alucs reached. 

Thus the investment costs of the techniques are not immutable quantities, 

but are, as argued above, dependent on the various systems of weighting 

adopted. This does not mi:alidate the studi,es: they arc necessar)- inputs 

for making in\-estment decisions, and for reaii:itic discussion of the 

theory of technical choice. But it dots mean that the investment- 

intensity (and the other associated ratios) c~f any technique is dependent 

on ;he ~+lue of the weights adopted, and is not tobjecti\;c and unaltcr- 

nhle. Some of the studies collected here show themselves more aware 

of their trt-itative and non-objective status than others. 

Besides the macro and micro work 0:’ direct relevance to the question 

of :,hr ice of technique we ha\~e also irxluded any works we hs.ve come 

across that contain information on capital& or investment-labour ratios 

and capital- or investment-output ratios (in Section 2). See, for example, 

Blzatt, Creamer, and ,Wehta. \%‘e have a small (and non-comprehensive) 

section on small-scale industry (Section J), in&din,< those studies which 

are directly concerned with choice of techniques, and a few others. As 

argued above, most of these studies tend to be static, taking no account 

of technical change. As a complement therefore we have included (in 

Section 6) some studies of sourc:cs of technical innovation in developing 

countries (see, fx example, Awora am’ lllowlmrse). \Te have also some 

items on technical choice in Japan and China. Both provide information 

of relevance to the large-scale,‘small-scale debate, and to the question 

of source of technical innovation in a dynamic and developing society. 

Apart from the references to this introduction this bibliography does 

not include purely theoretical works. It covers only work published in 

English, and a systematic search for material was ended at the end of 

1972 (publication date), though we have includ.ed some items beyond 

that date. !Ve have includ-d mimeographed material where it has been 

known to us. 

For readers’ convenience w& have divided the entries into seven 

sections. The items are not always easily classifiable and to some extent 

the division is rather arbitrary. Despite the fact that some entries 

qualify for more than one set&on, we have entered each only once. 

The final section (Section. 7) contains tests of theoretical hypotheses 

(e.g. the Gaienson-Leihenstein hypothesis). It is also a miscellaneous 

section for entries that do not fit in elsewhere. 
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s::;w ioMlllsiorls 

Since the bibliography contains fairly extensi,ve notes on each entry, 

we sha!i not at~terop: to provide a summary of either methodology or 

findings. IIcre we note some of the conclusions, without pretending to 

be comprebensivc. 3iost of the case studies found that, in some sense, 

there did exist a rani ; o- SC fly -hnically ethcient techniques in the industries 

examined.’ To some extent this finding was the result of the choice of 

industry since extens:ve case studies were, it is likely, only initiated for 
iyelx*r+*I , L U7rlies where there was a presum.ption that such a range of tech- 

niques did exist. I-lowever, the phrase ‘in some sense’ is important. The 

conclusion that a, neo-classical array of techniques is avai!abIe has to be 

qualified in the following ways. Many of the studies showed variations 

in the nature and quality of the products as between different techniques, 

and consequcntl~y produr,t considerations could determine technique 

choice. Thus i:urotr shows that production of the traditional Indian 

s-veeteners (gur and k,handsari) is both more capital-saving and more 

employment-creating than either of the two techniques for manufactur- 

ing white crystal sugar. Stewart finds rha.t the creation of consumer 

demand for sophisticated maize Froducts gives rise to more capital- 

intensive grinding techniques; while in block manufacture the demand 

for products of a certain quality dictates the use of a more sophisticated 

technology for their manufacture. ZBRD makes a similar point with 

reference to road construction, BJzdZa and Gaude (service industries), 

Kilby (1965) (bread), C~ouvernet~ (extractive industries), and Pfeflu- 
ma& with reference to manufacturing in general. In the study by 

WeUs, however, this factor is discounted, it being argued that quality 

differences in the Indonesian industries investigated were slight and 
r.‘Tt r.,,nuroll,r .,-4~& lL”L ~“I”“.“J pub”” 

Economies of scale. Techniques are not perfectly divisible and a 

definite tendency was found for the more capital-intensive techniques 

to be designed for a larger scale than the lahour-intensive. This arises 

in part from the historical stage of development at which the different 

techniques were developed. Generally speaking the small-scale tech- 

niques originate from an earlier historical period, when investment 

resources, in relation to the labour supply,.were less abundant. Thus 

comparisons between techniques were found to be more favourable to 

1 Techniques are described as technically efficient if for any given output 
level, in relation to each other, the use of more of one factor is associated with 
the use of less of some other factor. A technique is said to be technically in- 
eificient or inferior if it uses more of each factor to produce a given output. 
Technical eficiency is a necessary but not a sut?icient condition for economic 
efficiency. An economicall,y efficient technique is one which minimizes cost- 
pri7;at.e or social depending on the point of Jiew adopted. Economic efficiency 
thus depends on technical factors and on economic variables: particularly prices, 
though as ar&ed above one cannot in fact define the technxal factors indepen- 
dently of economic variables. 
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the labour-intensive alternatives at small scales of production, while 

these were often ruled out becoming ineficieni, at large scale. The 

many rxtensi\-r studies by BL w support this conclusion. See a!so Bhallu 
and Gaudr and Stewart. 

Capazity utilization was found to be of significance ins two studies. 

BJ:at’la (1965) attributes the superioritv of the most capital-intensive 

rice-p:oce.ssing techniques studied to this factor, and Stewurt likewise 

emphasizes that systematically iow capacity utilization was a serious 

handicap to certairr of the ma&-grinding and cement-block-making 

techniques studied. 

From a theoretical poim of view labour-intensive technologies are 

‘ikclv ‘!:I ! ,c aseii less fully (see I.LO (1972) and Marris [9, 19641). The , 
pxttc-:n of consumer demand anti! entrepreneurial opportunity can also 

bring ab:;ut different degrees c,f capxity utilization between techniques. 

Bhnllez xd Gnu&. Prusad and SBL (1968) all emphasize ,&he impor- 

tance of working-capital reqmrcments, which in general are propor- 

tionately less for more capital-intensive techniques. The importance of 

working capital in relation to net value added in various sectors of the 

Indian economy is estimated in Sen (1964). 
Nany of the studies that did identify a range of efficient techniques 

found that the labour productivity of the more labour-intensive methods 

v-as extremely low as compared with the capital-intensive techniques, 

so that they wculd only be economicJly justifiable at extremely low 

wages. This was a factor in the studies on earth moving (Dreiblatt and 

UNDESA (1960, block making, and can sealing). The Ambar Charkha 

(see Economic Weekly) required a wage subsidy of go per cent. 
Related to the question of low labour productivity, three works 

attempt to test the Hirschman hypothesis-that the difference between 

labour productivity in deveioped and developing countries would be 
greatest for labour-intensive activities and least for capital-intensive. 

(See .Hirschman, Gouverneur, He&y, and Diaz-Alejandro (1965).) While 

each found a number of exceptions, the evidence on the whole did 

support the Hirschman hypothesis. 

Thee Hirschman hypothesis is ba.sed on the assumption that more 

management and supervision is needed for labom-intensive than for 

capital-intensive activities, that this i,s (relatively) scarce in LDCs, and 

consequently discrepancies between iabour prod;rstivity are greatest in 

labour-intensive activities. The hypothesis thus takes us away from the 

simple two-factor approach which is the basis of conventional analysis. 

Other studies, in a similar way, emphasize managerial and supervisory 

iabour, arguing that capital equipment may substitute for such (scarce) 
labour as well as for unskilled labour. This was found to be a significant 

factor in can sealing (IL0 (1972)). HaE Mason, ILO (1972), and Puck 

argue, with supporting evidence, that foreign firms tend to have easier 
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access to managerial talent and therefore tend to substitute managers 

and super\;i::ors for capital equipm~ent as compared with local firms. 

1Vhen comparing capital-intensity of similar-size firms producing 

similar products, they each found ?hat foreign firms tend to be !ess 

capital-intensive. ‘This appears to be in strong contrast to the widely 

held presumption (supported by evidence in Pfeffermann and IV&) 

that local firms are more labour-intensive than foreign firms. Part of the 

explanation of this conflicting evidence is that foreign firms are generally 

concerned with producing products which require a more capital- 

intensive technology, and do so at a larger scale than local firms, 

typically, which in part account.s for their over-ail impact being to raise 

capital-intensity (see ILO (1972) and Hal Mason). Wells attributes 

the greater capital-intensity which he finds among foreign firms partly 

to the hi$er wages they pay (though the causal nexus could just as 

well go in the other direction), and partly to economically irrational 

preferences of foreign managers for capital-intensive techniques. 

Foreign firms do often face a different set of prices and constraints from 

local firms, which could xcount for divergencies in either direction. 

Wells and Pickett bring to the fore a central question-viz. the 

economic rationalitv of the entrepreneur. Seth argue that the choice of 

capital-mtensive techniques is not justified from a private profit maximi- 

zation point of view, and thus attribute the choice of such techniques to 

irrational ‘engineering man’. (The Pickett ‘irrational’ choice was de- 

rived by comparing the actual choice with hypothetical labour-intensive 

alternatives which, though based on actual txhniques, may well not 

have been known to the entrepreneur. Thus, ignorance and the costs of 

search must also be included as possible determinants of technical 

choice.) In strong contrast other studies find the choices ra,tional from 

a private point of view, if dubious for society as a whole. (See IL0 
(1972), Baron, Kilby (1965 and 19S9), and Stewart.) Grrnick also finds 

some of the Soviet choice of technique in metal working economically 

irrational, thcugh in the opposite way from that of the other studies 

substituting labour for capital, when labour was relatively sc,wce. One 

could draw interesting ideological conclusions from these opposing 

tendencies of the two systems. 

Monopolistic factors were held responsible for a relatively capital- 

intensive choice by Wells, Kilby (196g), and ~Pfeffeymann. 
Some of the studies distinguished between different stages in the 

productive process. In general, it was found that the scope for labour- 

intensive activity was greater for ancillary activities (transport, prepara- 

tion of materials, and packing) than for the core process or activity. 

Many developing countries do use labour-intensive methods for these 

ancillary processes, while using the conventional capital-intensive tech- 

niques for the core process. (See Granick, Kilby (Ig65), Puck, John.wn, 
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,md Hu/rls (1957). For many goods the core ncti\~ities account for onlv 3 

small proportion of the total cmploymcnt or ccsts: in beer the cost o! 

manufacture is only IO per cent of the ex-factory price (K&J (1969)). 

Xany blueprint-type exeriiscs appear to neglect possibilities of com- 

bining strategies, with some stages of production carried out in a labour- 

intensive way and others in a capital-intensive. (See Suer (1973).) 

The road-construction/earth-moving studies emphasize the economic 

benefits of a mixed strategy. 

The surplus maximizationjcurrent output maximization debate on 

choice of technique is :reated empirically by 52~~ (1968), Stezcart, Ranis 
(x962), Sandesara, and M&a (~969). Bhallu (1964) finds that the greatest 

r: $us per person employed. is generated in small plants. Rams (196;), 
.gever, finds that surplus is maximized in medium-size plants. 

.d andesara distir:guishes between labour-intensity and scale. He finds 

that large-scale labour-iutensive technology maximizes surplus and out- 

put per unit of investment in the industries examined. In contrast Mehta, 
(1969) and (1972), finds no syst.ematic correlation between operating 

profits by industry group and capital-intensity. A number of authors 

question the empirical basis of the Galenson-Leibenstein assumption 

of a uniform wage, as between different techniques. The evidence all 

suggests that labour-intensive and, small-scale activities pay lower wages. 

(See Bhalla (1964), Stewart, Sandesara, Shetty, i3NIDO (1964), Okitu 

(1961).) 
While most of the studies are designed to look at the range of choice 

at a given point of time, some throw light on trends in technical choice 

over time. This is one of the main elements in S&e’s ciassic work. 

GOUWIWW follows Salter’s methodology in looking at trends in capital 

intensity in some firms in the Congo. These data, some on Japan (see 

UNIDO (x964)), and other data not collected here, show, with few ex- 

ceptions, an increase in the capital-labour ratio over time. Movements in 

the capital-output ratio are more ambiguous. (See, for example, Creamer.) 

This historic dimension, ignored in the case studies, is of great 

importance in thinking about likely developments in technical choice. 

We ha\-e included some articles which discuss technological innova- 

tion in developing countries, notably Aurora and &lovehouse, Giral and 
Morgan, Bout&, ITDG, Jude& Nayudamma, and Sanson. 

Small-scale industry 

As argued above, scale and labour-intensity are often related, with 

the large scale being of greater capital-intensity than the small. While 

this in part reflects the historical date of introduction of the technology 

and the trends in industrial concentration (see, for example, Pratten [IO, 

19711, Armstrong and Silberston [z, 19651, and Sawyer [II, 19711) It is 

also likely that technical indivisibilities are such that :he large-scale 
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mac!rines require proportionately less labour than do smaller. This 

being so, there tends to be confuston between scale and iabour-intensity 

in discussi~>n of techniques; some features which are to be asociated 

,,ith techuiqurs because they are used on a small scale tend to be 

artrihuteti to their labour-intensive nature and vice-versa. Of the authors 

jiere only Smdesara and Boon make systematic attempts to sort out 

those feature-; relatrd to scale, and those to labour- and capital-intensity. 

Much of the iiterature on small-scale industry is of direci or indirect 

rehzunce to the question of choice of technique because of this associa- 

tion. IIere we select those items which appear to be most obviously 

of relevance. 

Dhnr and Lydall stress that modern small industries, without exten- 

sive infrastructural development, are not appropriate as instruments of 

decentralization since they rely heavily on external economies. They 

also argue that small enterprises generate lower wages and pro];;, per 

unit of capital tlran large enterprises, though they tend to have lower 

capital-output ratios. Smdesara agrees that small enterprises generate 

low surplus per unit of capitai and are associated with low wages, but 

argues that they also have a high capital-output ratio, a high labour- 

output ratio, and are not necessarily labour-intensive. However, labour- 

intensive units (often iarge-scale) have a relatively low capital-output 

ratio and high surplus-capital ratio. B. TV. Mehta (1969) disagrees with 

his method and many of his conclusions. Aubrey considers small-scale 

enterprises can help save investible resources and augment local em- 

ployment and incomes, and that they are particularly scited to short 

production runs, to conditions of fluctuating demand, and for the manu- 

facture of quaiity and non-standardized products. NCAER finds that 

in India I/L and O/L ratios rise and O/I falls as the size of the enter- 

prise increases. Shetty, comparing small-scale industries with household 

industries, finds that I/L and O/L were higher among small-scale 

industries, while I/O ratios were similar; wages were generally lower 

among household industries; surplus per unit of investment was none the 

less higher among small-scale industries. Staley and Morse demonstrate 

that small plants in U.S.A. and Japan tend to have a low capital-output 

ratio and also a low fixed capital-labour ratio. UNIDO (1969) argues 

that small Japanese plants have low capital-labour ratios and low wage 

rates, but finds no systematic correlation with the capi,tal-output ratio. 

In India small size is generally associated with low labour productivity, 

but in Pakistan this is less frequently the case. 

CJN.lDO (1969) investigates the advantages of sub-contracting in the 

manufacture of bicycles, while Foster and Wood demonstrate that loca- 

tional factors, in the Indian context at least, can substantially favour 

the installation of small-scal,e fertilizer plants. Vepa surveys the role 

of small industries around the world. 

2301c74 B 
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j?,. ~~1 nnd Ckim 

Japan and China are two countries which, in different ways, have 

benefited tram a dualistic approach to industrial development, ‘walking 

on two legs’: combining modern large-scale and capital-intensive techno- 

logy in one sector with small-scale labour-intensive technology in the 

othc; . IIere we halve co!!ect.ed together only a small selection from the 

growing literature on the subject. 

Ando, Okita (1964), and Watanabe (1971) deal specifically with the 

sub-contracting system, Okita (1964) giving a detailed analysis of the size- 

structure of Japanese industry. Wutanabe( 1970) emphasizes the very low 

capital requirements to set up as a manufacturer, and the wil;espread use 

of second-hand machinery. Ranis(r957) points out that techrique choice 

in Japan was highly discriminatory, noting the absence of cottage 

in:&J:;~~:ies from cotton spinning where the most modern methods were 

nmc!~~ more efficieiLt. ~oknston discusses the deliberate encouragement 

of !~,z,:;:::rn by the Japanese government, and the importance to its 

succe:-- ,rf a strong demand for traditional products, good communica- 

tions, established cultural values which permitted the sub-contracting 

system, and the complementarity of small manufacturing enterprises 

and agriculture. 

The duaiistic nature of technical choice in China is brought out by 

the studies. Dean discusses the way in which a balance has gradually 

been achieved between practical innovation and innovation by experts 

in developing the technical skills necessary for innovation. Sigurdsmr 
(1974) analyses the small-scale local industries of one province, and in 

particular the development of small-scale plants for the production of 

cement for projects where a very high quality is not required. Riskin 
discusses the principle of complementarity between iocal industry and 

agriculture on the one hand, and locai industry and central industry 

on the other, and the way in which conflicts between these two sectors 

of industry have gradually been resolved-‘use steel only for the cutting 

edge of a knife’. 

The political economy of txhnical choice: the neo-classical frame- 

work in -which chol~:e of technique is most often considered, as in most 

of this introduction, and many of the case studies considered here, 

apparently removes the question from the realm of political choice into 

that of technical facts and economic realities-the former providing the 

range of choice, the latter, via prices, determining the selection. But the 

question of choice of technique is of central importance in determining 

the nature of what is produced and its distribution. Indeed, it also helps 

determine the distribution of income and power between nations, as well 

as within nations, since the national origin of the technology determines 

the flow of payments for the technology, while the ownership of assets 
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tends partially at least to rrf!ect the national origin of technology used. 

Choice of technology is thus at the heart of marry of the key questions 

nf po:iticai economy. The neoclassical framework tends to mas!i this. 

5omc of the studies indirectly- refiected on this--for example Sacl~ lists 

subsidized credit: %cal rebates, high inflation, labour taxes, and labour 

unrest as respoisibie for choice of capital-intensive technology; Strass- 

vra~r adds redimdancy pay-merits, ‘high’ wage rates, and tax incentives 

to reinvest prni.s. Discussing Senegai, I’f@trmann emphasizes factors 

vhich favour foreignowne d enterprises which thus come :a dominate 

certain sectors, especia!!,; discrimination in the matkets for capital a,nd 

labour. Raron discusses *he influence of iiested interests in Indian sugar 

manufacttire, 7~i’mmer b!:nnes international consultants for making ii,- 

appropriate choices of +x-processing equipment for Indonesia. Stewart 

emphasizes the infltrencc of income distribution ‘in the type of products 

for which there is a n-arket. At a macro-level Merhav and iStewart 

[;6:* r97l.l explore some cl’ the implications of technological dependence 

fc,r the third world. 

At a micro-level, many of the Lctors determining choice of tech- 

niques are accepted as given for the pirrpose of the studies. These 

variables appear to be d~etermined by impersonal and uncontrolled 

forces which set the constraint~s within which choices must be made. 

In particular. the available ;ange of technology (and its price), the 

availability of different factors of production and income distrib!itior, 

and markets are taken as given, while only factor prices are regarded 

as alterable by policy. While, at a single point of time: this approach may 

be legitimate, it hides the fact that the range of txhnological choice 

and the availability of factors of production are th;.maeives the result of 

human decisions. Income distribution is both part cause and part lproduct 

of technical choice. In the long run, the choice of rechnique may be 

transfcrmed by action on these fronts rather than on the conventionally 

accepted factor-price frontier. The need is to devise studies, which 

shed light on these possibilities. 

FRANCES STiZWART 

Fzbruary 19 74 
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SECTION 1 

Industry case studies of choice of techniques 

ASIXN IXDCSTRIAL SURVEY FOR REGIOX~L CO-OPERATION: P~oposalfov 
Regional Co-operatim in the Production of Salt and Its Derivatives, 
Study Ko. 9, prepared by Dr. J. L. Enos, Bangkok, March 1973. 

Investigates three techniques for the production of high-grade salt for 
industri.d use. One highly labour-intensive technique-found especially 
in Indonesia-was not considered, both because of a lack of data and 
because such a mode of operation would not be possible on a large scale. 
The Three technologies compared are: solar evaporation of sea-water, 
tirst using traditional methods and secondly mechanical methods, and 
production by a vacuum pan method using rock salt from mine or pond; 
rock salt could also be used in the first two processes. 

Comparisons were made for production in Sri Lanka, as possessing an 
industry well equipped to cope with a !arge expansion of output. The 
major characteristics of the three processes for an output of r~o,ooo 
metric tons per year are given in the following table, valuing salt at 
U.S. $8.41 per ton; estimates are also given in the text for production 
at 6oo,ooc tons per year and z,~oo,ooo tons per year in the case of the 
two more labour-intensive techniques: 

Partially 
mechanized 
(labour- 
intensive) 

Fully 
mechanized 
(intermediate) 

Vacuum pans 
(capital- 
intensive) 

Fixed capital 
(U.S. Smillion) 4’97 5’1.5 7’10 

Employment (jobs) 893 364 250 

Av. output cost 
(U.S. $ per ton) 8.41 8.55 IS.50 

I/O ratio 
( q 3 per year) 

L/O ratio 
(jobs/o,, tons) 

I/L ratio (S/job) 

4’0 4’1 5.6 

6.0 2.4 I.7 

5,600 r4,ioo 28,400 

The report suggests that mere shadow prices for inputs calculated, then 
the labour-intensive technique would display considerably lower unit 
costs of production than the intermediate technique. 
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The report further considers questions of scale and location within 
S.E. .Xsia. 

B.kza, \V.: 7%~ liwelo~mrl~~ of the Brazilim Step1 Indxtry, J7anderbilt 
I-niversit)- Press. 1969, PP. r~~zo. 

The author found that even in processes \vhere in theory technological 
choices exist-in the steel shop, the workshop, the foundry, and in 
materials handling-there xvas little noticeable substitution of labour for 
capital. The reasons given were in terms of the insignificance of labour 
costs compared n,irh value added, and of the need to avoid bottlenecks. 
=\n expanding industry- is likely at some stage to introduce a continuous 
casting system to replace the ingot preparation and casting stage in the 
steel shop and the initial process of blooming or slabbing in the rolling- 
mill. This n-ould further reduce t~mployment. 

B~i.+r.r..\, LA. s. : ‘In\-estnxnt Allosation and Technological Choice- 
..I Case of Cotton Spinning Techniques’, Economic Journal, September 
iqh;, pp. 611-22. 

‘l‘his is one of a number of articles on Indian cotton spinning (see also 
entries ior Em~~omic W~eekl;~, and for A. K. Sen, Choice of Techniques). 
‘I‘hr ordinary charkha, the Ambar Charkha, and the factory spindle are 
compared and the author concludes that there is a case for th,e ordinary 
charkha in terms of output and employtnent objectives, an.d for the 
factory spindie in terms of reinvestible surplus, but not for the inter- 
mediate technique of the Ambar Charkha. 

On the basis of various wage, depreciation, and savings assumptions 
the author calculates a range of &ues for the relevant coefficients. 
Estimates of the capital-output ratio range between 0.4 and 0.S for the 
ordinary charkha. between 1.0 and 1.4 for the Am’bar Charkha, and 
between 0.8 and 1.0 for the factory spindle. The range of values for 
capital-value added is 1.6.-6.6 for the ordinary charkha, 3.8-r 1.8 for the 
Xmbar Charkha. and 2.9-8.6 for the factory spindle. The range for 
capital-!abour is o.j-0.r for the ordinary charkha, o.z-0.3 for the Ambar 
Charkha, and 16.rmzz.r for the factory spindle. The range for surplus- 
capitei is 0.6~37 per cent for the ordinary charkha, 0’3-1’5 per cent for 
the .Ambar Charkha, and 13.3 per cent for the factory spindle. 

Lite also the entry for D. R. Campbell. 

BH.%I.L.~,A. S.: ‘Choosing Techniques: HandpoundingVersus Machine- 
3,Iilling of Rice: An Indian Case’, Oxford Economic Papers, N.S. vol. 17 

(I&)> PP. r47-57. 

Concludes from a study of five handpounding and three machine- 
milling techniques that while investment in hand techniques (as proposed 
in the second Indian Five Year Plan) would keep capita1 and labour 
occupied, it would not contribute appreciably to output. One important 
reason for this is that full utilization of productive capacity in hand- 
pounding is constrained both organizationally (various bcttlenecks) and 
seasonz!ly (in practice implements are used one shift a day for about 
rjo days a yearj. 
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In the absence 0:‘ reliable data, estimates of working-capital require- 
ments were made 01; the i::asis of four alternative assumptions relating to 
costs and time lags. In each case the mechanized techniques gave higher 
surplus-capital: capital&labour, and output-lahour ratios then the hand 
techziqzcs, and Icwer capital~~xlue added and c:?pitai-output ratios. 

See also the entry for II. R. Campbell. 

b!r.al.i..\: -4. S., and G>\r-tx, J.: ‘Appropriate Technologies in Services 

with Spcci:xi Reference to Retailing’, I.L.O., mimeo, January 1973. 

This paper examines special characteristics of technological choice in 
different types of service activities. The authors argue that the role of 
organization and of the consumer are often more significant than the 
conventional factor inputs (capital and labour) as determinants of techno- 
logical choice. \Vorking cpital is also of much greater importance than 
in the case of mazufacturing. 

The second part explores economic and technical relationships in 
retail disxihution in Lima , Peru. The msin conclusions are : 

(a) The substitution possibilities between lahour and capital are quite 
small owing to the heterogeneity of inputs in the processes in services. 

(b) Economies of scale are important in retailing, above average in 
general merchandise, automobiles, and gasoline, and below average in food 
and bewrages and clothing. 

(c) For gi:-en sizes of shops, variations in productivity are associated 
with such factors as the ratio of wage-lahour to total employment. 
Labour producti::ity tends to increase with an increase in this ratio in 
most retail groug,s. 

Boo;, 6. I<.: Economic Choice of Human md Physical Factors in 
Production, Korth-Holland, Amsterdam, 1964. 

This is one of the most detailed analyses of choice between techniques. 
Chapters 1-3 explain the methodology of the micro-economic analysis 
used. Chapters 4-6 present production data for alternative techniques- 
those generally known and used in the Netheriands in 1956 in the case 
of the industrial processes, and a cross-section of techniques simul- 
taneously applied in a group of countries at different levels of industrial 
denelopment in the ca:x of the non-industrial processes. Chapters 7-1 I 
explain how the approach can be extended into a macro-economic 
analysis. 

The industrial techniques analysed are for metal turning, woodwork- 
ing, and metal-facing; the non-industrial techniques arc for grain pro- 
duction, ploughing, and field trenches. In each case it is shown how t!x 
optimum technique of production--the method with the lowest total 
costs of production for a specific output range-changes according to the 
prices of capital aEd lahour, scale of production, skills, and product 
quality. 

The influence of the prices of capital and labour on the least-cost out- 
put range for the industrial operations can be seen from the following: 
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The Netherlands Economic Institute, Rotterdam, published the 
author’s studies of individ~ual processes separately under the title Altev- 
native Techniques of Production : 

I. ‘A Case Study of Filing and Grinding’-see above, and also the 
entry for J. Tinbergen. 

a. ‘.4 Case Study of Three Turning Operations’-see above, and also 
the entry for J. Tinbergen. 

3. ‘Multi-Purpose versus Single-Purpose Woodworking Machinery : 
Two Case 3.udies of Furniture Prodaction’-see above, and also G. K. 
Boon, ‘Chrice of Industrial Technology: The Case of Woodworking’, 
Indmtvialization and Productivity, Bulletin No. 3 (March 1960), pp. zs- 
31. 

4. ‘-4 Case Study of Wooden Window-Frame Production: Scale of 
Woodworking Machine&--see above, and also G. K. Boon, ‘Choice of 
Industrial Technology: The Case of Woodworking’, Industrialization 
and Productivity, Bulletin No. 3 (March 1960), pp. ~5-31. 

5. ‘A Case Study of a Construction Process: Field Trenches’-see 
above. 

6. ‘Choice of Agricultural Technology: Five Methods of Producing 
Grain’-see above. 

BOON, G. K.: ‘Ch~oice of Technique: The Case of iMetal-Machining’, 

mimeo, El Colegio de Mexico, June 1972. 
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Investigates the sensitivity of ‘machine optimaiity’ (minimum costs at 
fu!i utilization lewl, of machines) to a number of key variables, mcluding : 

(a) prices of capital and labour-four price sets; 
(bj size of lots (production runs)-seven valwe; 
(ci price of factory Hoor space-%0 prices; 
(d) price of equipment--t*uo prices; 
(e) number of shifts-two patterns; 
(f) efficiency of labour-two rates. 

The tivo most important variables were found to be (3) and (b) above. 
In general, the less complex and extreme the characteristics of the pro- 
duct, the more ‘machine optimality’ depends on lot size since for such 
a product it is possible to create special machines which are so efficient 
that only the degree of utilization of these machines determines their 
optimality; the degree of utilization is determined, principally, by the 
size of the production runs and the annual volume of the products 
required. For more complex products the prices of capital and labour 
remain more important. 

CAMPBELL, D. R.: ‘Choosing T,echniques; An Indian Case: A Com- 

ment’, in Oxford Economic Papers, March 1967, pp. 133~5. 

Criticizes some of the procedures used by~A. S. Bhalla in his paper on 
choice of rice-prows&g techniques (q.v.). The calculations of deprecia- 
tion are made with respect to total capital rather than to fixed capital, 
a procedure aiso used by Bhalla in his analysis of cotton-spinning tech- 
niques (q.v,j; labour is treated as being homogeneous, although there are 
wide variarions between techniques in both skills and the number of 
days worked per year; and no shadow accounting procedures are used, 
for instance to take account of the foreign-exchange contents of the 
different techniques. 

COLES, D. R/I. S.: The V<qetable Oil Crushing Industry itz East Africa, 
Makerere Institute of Social Research, Occasional Paper No. 4, Oxford 
University Press, 1968. 

Describes the different production techniques in use, but does not com- 
pare costs or labour-intensities. In the exiraction process hydraulic 
presses, screw presses, and solvent extractors are all used. 

DI.%z-ALEJANDRO, C. F. : Labour Productivity and Other Characteristics 
of Cement Plants: An Internrfional Comparison, Economic Growth 

Centre, Yale University, Centre Discussion Paper No. 105, 1972. 

On the basis of information obtained by questionnaire the following 
comparisons between Latin American and some industrialized countries’ 
(Australia, Canada, U.S.A.) cement plar,ts emerged. 

In Latin Amenca average labour prr).luctivity was one-quarter and 
wages one-third of those in the industrialized countries. Using power 
usage and size as proxies for capital, the Latin American plants using 
between 60 and 64 per cent of the capital produced an output of about 
58 per cent of that of the industrialized countries’ plants. Hence, if any- 
thing, capital-output ratios were slightly higher in Latin America, while 
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capit:&labotir ratios \s~ere much 10;rer. Together with scale this variaiion 
in capit&lahour ratios was the most important explanation of the Ipbour 
prr,dwxi\-iry diH‘e:ential, implying terrain substitu;.ion po.%‘:~;iitics. 
\-arious proxies were used for capital, including horse-power. killowatt 
hours, aad number 2nd size of kilns. 

‘raking only eil%ient plants, unit capital costs for ihe industrialized 
countries were on average oler 50 per cent higher. and labour inputs 
about 75 per cwc lower, than for Latin Amel-ica. L:nit capital require- 
mcnts in tYr:w ol horse-power use d :irst decline and then increase as 
sde increases for both groups, :hough there wxs no clear pattern for 
labo~;r pmductivitv. 

Tht author concludes that despite certain ambiguities, his data lend 
support to the hypothesis that substitl!tion pousibilirics exist in the 
cement induwy. Kegressions relating capital-lahour ratios to wage rates 
and capacity support this conc!usion. 

DOYLE, L,. -4.: Inter-Econ0m.y Compnrixms: ‘3 Case Study: ‘-1 Corn-- 
paruik Stud! (f idtmid Drwlopnerrt, CILI.T~~;:C~~ Dewluation, a?ld 
irr,iintio/z, Cniwrsity cf California Press, 19hj. 

Compares capital Andy running costs of two cement plaitis using identical 
machines, both completed and started operating i!l “y57, one in Indonesia 
and the other ill the U.S.A. The U.S.A. plant was runnin: at about rgu 
per cent of the capacity of the Indonesian plant. 

The Indonesian plant involved more than twice the inwstixnt of the 
Americiin p!ant, due mainly to investment in infrastructural facilities, 
including administratit ‘11 and housing, power, an ocean dock, and a bag 
factory. Invztmrnt per toil of cement was Sr 14 in Indonesia, compared 
with $34.2 in the U.S.A. 

The Indonesian plant employed yy6 people (368 of whom were non- 
manual) with total wage costs of $470,000 p,a., while the U.S. plart 
employed 204 (-5 non-manual) with total wage costs of Sr,gco,ooo. 

DREIBLATT, D. : The Ecorzomics o;f Ifeavy Eartlrmovi?rp, Praeger, 1972. 

The first half of this book discusses technological, operational, and 
economic factors with reference to a number of well-known projects. 
The second half presents cost-h’enefit analyses of two actual projects, 
based on estimates given hy int~ernational consultants, and on govern- 
mental data in the cast of the labour-intensive methods. The first project 
analysed is an unnamed earth dam, the second is the Raw-Qadirabad 
Link Canal in Pakistan. 

The author !inds the productivity of labour-intensive methods so low 
by comparison with capital-intensive methods, and hence the costs so 
much higher, that he concludes that capital-intensive methods should be 
used at all times. This conclusio:n, he claims, is reinforced by considera- 
tion of the cost of social overheads and of opportunities foregone through 
deiay in completion. 

The book contains an extensive bibli.ography, not all the titles of 
which are included separately in this present bibliography. 

See also enxies for: UN. Department of Economic and Social Aflairs, 
IndustGdization and F’roductiuity, nos. I aud 3; I.L.O.: Men Wzo Move 
Mountai?& 
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Ec:co,;ocl/:r i,t-ee kly (xw Eccormmic aud Political bi!eekly), Bombay. 

1%~: ~8s a run of artiJes on the question of choice of technique in 
Igjb iiiid l<>j;, IT>~l!~i~.~ Txith reference to the failure of the modified 
(, ;rc& sy!;ni;l!~.~il~;i~~,: rhc j 
in the Seci!nd Fi\-e 

babar Charkha, which featured promii;ent!y 

follows: 
Year Plan. The main empirical articles appeared as 

ri;10.‘~6 “!‘he Eco:vx;ics of Ambar Charkha’, by K. A. Naqri. Con- 
cixles tbar the ch:v&~ investment made by the plan implied an I/O 
ratio of betweei~ 6 and 10 depending on the assumptions made, compared 
with a ratio for the mill method of about a. Moreover, the mill method 
would empisy only 25 per cent fewer u,orkers while producing an in- 
7.estible surplils of nrar!y Rszo m. compared with no surplus at ali from 
the .‘imbar Charkha. 

6/7/jT ‘Ratiu&e of the Ambar Char&ha’, by V. M. Dandekar. Esti- 
mates ihat the .%nlbar Charkha programme involved a wage subsidy of 
more th:w So per cel:t. ‘\Ioreo\;er, the existing industry was not traditional 
nor n-rre its tmpioyees a high priority for relief-more than 90 per cent 
of spinners were women from the lower middle classes whose status 
prwen+~~ ? them from looking for al ternatix occupations. 

r0,‘1o,‘j7 ‘A shr,rt Note on the Ambar Charkha’, by A. K. Sen. This 
aiticic Ivas later sumn~arize d in an appendix to the author’s book Choice 
C[f Tcdmiqws (q.v.). 

See aiso the entry for .A. S. Bilalla (1964). 

ERLEXOTTER, D., and MANNE, A. S.: ‘The Case for Large Fertilizer 

Plants in India’, Dee:~/opnzent Digest, vi: 2 (April 1968), pp. 102-9. 

Discusses wan\-s of taking advantage of economies of scale in planning 
the distribution of plants in India. 

But see also the entry for P. Foster and D. Wood. 

FOSTER, P., axxd \;\‘OOD, D.: ‘The Case for Small Fertilizer Plallts in 

India’, D~~Zop~~e~zt Digm, vi: 2 (A~pril 1968): pp. I 10-18. 

Explores the advantages of prefabricated ‘skid-mounted’ plants. These 
include: 

(a) a smaller marketing area-large plants, requiring naphtha, must 
be situated on the coast and hence supply a semicircular area only; 

(6) less demands on management; 
!c) the possibili~ty of vesting ownership in a co-operative; 
id) much shorter coxxruction time with consequent savings in interest 

charges and impcrts of fertilizers and grains. 

‘3n various time, capacity, and cost assumptions the author compares 
the development costs and returns of one large plant and of seven small 
plants of combined capacity equal to the large plant. Net returns (in 
millions of rupees) are estimated as: 

Year Year Year Year Year Yfar Year Year 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Lug-r &xlts -20.1 -60.3 -184'0 -150.4 590.3 674.6 716.8 716,s 
Snail plants -249.9 95.6 693.5 693.5 693.5 693.5 693's 693.5 
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Thus it xvo~.L take seventy years for the large plant to, overtake the 
small. .Uso, the effects on income distribution wouid lx significant, 
though t!x authors do not trv to calculate these, 

SW also ati)- fw I>. Erier;kotter and A. S. SIanne. 

GLXV:RX;E~!H, I. : PI-oductieity and Factor I’mportiom itI Less De~~rloprd 

Countries: 7’Xe (Yusr of I~~durt~icrl Firms it1 the Congo, Oxford, 1971. 

.Ja:a!ysrs the natwe of long-run changes of techniques, productivity, 
&Ild tactor pr~opo’tions within industrial fiv .IS in less developed countries, 
and considers the question of producti vitv differentials between firms in 
less developed and advanced countries. i>ata were gathered for eight 
Belgian companies set up in the Congo long before World War II. 
Their a&:-it& include the mining and processing of low-grade coal, 
tin, copper, and t. xn oxide, the manufacture of sulphuric acid and I’ort- 
land cement, shipbuilding, and textiles. 

“:‘he entrepreneur must compare the economies resulting from the 
latest rechnicai knowledge embodied ic the modern technique to the 
discconomies resulting from its suboptimalities with respect to the local 
coxiitions.’ .1mong the firms studied, the nature of the raw materials, 
war scarcities. the peculiarities of the ore bodies mined, and considera- 
tions of product quality and uniformity also affected the choices made. 

Using a theoretical framework derived from W. E. G. Salter (q.v. p. 47), 
the author predicts that firms in LDCs will generally record e dec!ine 
in L/O and a rise in I/L as a result of the combined action of progress, 
substitiltion, and scale eP ts as successive techniques ae created in the 
adl-axed country. The empirical analysis supports this conclusion, the 
only cases where the transition was from a modern technique to an old 
one b&g those where L/O rose and I/L declined. The author arg!les that 
changes in the rate of capacity used and in the number of shifts worked 
were not significant in the scmple studied, but that reductions in the labour 
force modified the changes in L/O and I/L. 

Long-run changes in IjO cannot be inferred a priori from deductive 
analysis since thi: progress and substitution effects pull in opposite 
directions, while the influence of the scale effect depends on the phase of 
returns. During the post-war period I/O increased for the two big 
mining companies and declined for the small mining company and for 
the five manufacturing companies. A clear tendency was established 
towards a long-run convergence of L/O between the Congo and Belgium, 
and, to a lesser extent, of I/O and I/L. 

Chapter IX tests the Hirschman hypothesis (see Diaz-Alejandro (1965) 
and He&y) on productivity differentials between different types of 
industry and activity between developed and developing countries by 
comparmg two plants in two industries, shipbuilding (product-centred 
and man-paced) and flour milling (process- and machine-paced). He 
finds that the labour productivity differential was significantly greater 
for flour-milling than for shipbuilding. Splitting up the productive pro- 
cess shows that productivity differences b-tween the Congo and BelgP .m 
are !east for those directly working on tf.z central machine-paced process 
(5 per cent), and much greater for general handling activities (116 per 
cent). Hence he concludes the central processes of an industry do not 
set the pace of all operations, as, he claims, Hirschman implicitly asserts. 
(Chapter IX appeared originally in The Bulletin of the Oxford University 
hstitute of Ecotzomics and Statistics, vol. 22, no. 3, August 1970.) 
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GOVERKMEST or Ix~z.4, .4ppropriate Technology Cell, Second National 
Seminar on .?ppropriati: l’cchno!og~, Jul!; 1973. 

(i) K. L. Sanjappa, ‘Teed Based Technology in Small Scale Industries’, 
quores rsnmp~es of improvements in technology as a result of local 
research and dewlopment in the small-scale industries of ceramics, 
leather, and engineering. 

(ii) .\. K. S. R&d::, ‘Choice of Alternative Technologies, Vital Task 
in Science and ‘I‘echrx~log:; Planning’, cites an example of choice of 
technology in production of dry cells, arguing that small-scale units are 
as eflicient as large-scale and involve substantially more employment. 
Unit costs are anlv siightlv higher in small-scale units. 

(iii) ‘.+propr&e ‘Technology in Road Construction’ describes research 
undertaken in India, and how appropriate methods for different parts of 
road construction differ in developing and developed countries. 

(iv) Report of TVorking Group on appropriate methods in Building 
Construction: similarlv describes research and development results. 

(1.) Report of the-Sub-Group on Scaling Dow-n of Cement Plants 
gives details of the comparative costs of four experimental small-scale 
cement plants. .Xiso cost comparisons of plants of different sizes. Unit 
costs deciine with scale, particularly fuel. Staff salaries (per ton) sub- 
stamiaily greater for 1:cry small units (a tons per day) but little difference 
between rnx~ium (30 tons) and larger-scale units (IOO tons). 

GXAXICR, D.: Societ 3letal-Fab&ating and Economic Development, 
Universit); of Wisconsin Press, 1967. 

This is a study of Soviet industrial policy since the Revolution, focusing 
on the implications of the decision of the late 1920s to invest in heavy 
industry. Chapters j and 6 particularly are relevant to the question of 
choice of technique. 

Chapter j (pp. 167-70) argues that vertical integration was implicit 
in the system of phvsical planning, the necessity of choosing one or 
another key wccess indicator, the insistence on full utilization of the 
capacity of capital-intensive industries, and in the belief that results 
should be achie-\.ed quickly-and argues that it was responsible for a 
major distortion of resource use. 

Chapter 6 argues that Soviet high-priority industry consistertly sub- 
stituted labcur for capital within the bounds of the technology known to 
the relevant management at the time, whether consciously or not, and 
that this is the opposite of what one would have predicted either on the 
basis of Soviet theory oy on the basis of least-cost calculations. This is 
not, however, to say that the capital-output ratio was always minimized 
as in many cases capital was used as a substitxe for organizational 
reform. 

On a comparatice basis with American experience, auxiliary operations 
and maintenance were very labour-intensive. In assembly operations 
77 per cent of manual workers worked by hand, even though power 
arenches were believed to double labour productivity; likewise, the wide- 
spread use of casting increased the use of non-turret lathes which are 
wasteful of labour. The author argues that the decision to operate the 
inspection function labour-intensively led to a waste of resources. The 
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major exception to the hypothesis was the importing of new equipment 
during the first Five Year Plan so as to economize on skilled labour. 

The author notes that a plan based on the Galenson-Leibenstein 
hypothesis would have meant sacrificing some intangible investment in 
labour training, and also some of the planners’ so&-political welfare 
aims. 

INTERSIEDIXTE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP: Report 011 the 
Deeelopmnt of Cottage Industries based on Sisal, Wood- and Metal- 
tlbrkiug md Leather in Kenya, lUaxwe!l Stamp, September 1969. 

Emphasizes the need for deliberate policies to modify the free play of 
market forces which favour large, capital-intensive metropolitan projects. 
>Vhile manufacturing activities related to food, clothing, shelter basic 
mfrastructure needs, and the first-stage processing of raw materials do 
not require sophisticated technologies, they nevertheless require *xhno- 
logies which are currently unknown or unfamiliar. If these are to be 
encouraged, appropriate technical and commercial know-how, funds, 
and supporting programmes to meet other aspects of the rural economv 
must be provided, and local initiative fostered. This is necessarv if 
farming is to become prosperous, both to provide inputs such as b&d- 
ings, czttlrfeed, and simple equipment and to provide an outlet for such 
consumer requirements as better furniture and household commodities. 

Contains detailed recommen~dations for these industries. 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTHUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT, Inter- 
national Development Association: Study of the Substitution of Lnbour 
for Equipment in Roud Constructiotz. Phase I: Final Report, October 

1971, mimeo. 

This detailed study begins by examining many alternative methods to 
determine the economically efficient method (or combination of methods) 
to build a given road of specified quality. It next considers the increase 
in economic costs that would be required to employ successively more 
and more labour to the point of displacing virtually all equipment for 
the sake of job creation. 

The authors discovered that the only way to obtain reliable information 
sufficiently detailed to permit study of the substitution problem was 
through direct field observations; they developed a d&aggregation into 
rag basic construction activities, in seventy of which substitution possi- 
bilities exist. Several hypothetical engineering analyses of road projects 
are presented, based on estimates by two firms of consultants, to illustrate 
the problems and effects of substitution. They are based on assumed 
rates of equipment and labour costs, and on productivity data from several 
different sources. Certain environmental factors and engineering and 
organizational problems associated with labour substitution are not 
included in the analyses but are discussed separately. 

The major conclusions of the study are: 

I. It is technically feasible to substitute labour for equipment for 
all but IO-zo per cent of total road construction costs, and for all but 
z-15 per cent of costs if an intermediate quality is acceptable. 

2. The economic feasibility of labour substitution will depend, 

,~, 
~,,,, ,~, ,,, ,, ,,, 
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among other things, on the productivity rates of equipment and labour 
and the wage for unskii!ed labour. 

3. Intermediate technologies involving a mixture of modern equip- 
ment and manual methods appear promising and should be further 
investigated. 

4. While employment in road construction could be greatly ex- 
panded, the additional employment created would constitute only a 
fraction of that likely to be needed in the foreseeable future. In the case 
of Morocco it is estiniated that maximum labour absorption in road 
construction could provide at most 3 per cent of the jobs necessary to 
maintain the current unemployment rate over the next seven years. 

Following this study, the IBRD Economics Department initiated a 
computer model to permit removing a number of restrictive assumptions 
which were employed in the Phase I analyses so as further to define the 
data to be collected in the Phase II studies. scheduied to start in lndia 
in November, I 97 I. 

T’he study contains very full bibliographies of the engineering and 
economic literature on road construction. Most of the items have not 
been listed sepnrately in this present bibliography. 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE: Mefz Who .@Zove Mountains, Bombay; 
I.L.O., 1963. 

Contains output and cost data on traditional Indian methods of manual 
ear%moving, and makes comparisons with other -4sian countries. See 
also the following publications: 

UN(ECAFE) : Manual Labour and Its More Effective Use in Competi- 
tion with Machines in the ECAFE Region, E/CN. I I/WRD/CO~.~/L.~. 

S. Taniguchi: Civil Engineering Construction, Kazama Publishing Co., 
Tokvo. 

UN(ECAFE): Report of Working Party on Earthmoving Gperations, 
U.N. Publication 61.II.F.4. 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE: Progressive Ztzdustrial Technology for 
Developing Countries, UNIDO: ID/CONF.I/B.I~, Vienna, 1967~ 

Contains examples of bad (employment) results frum transplanting 
advanced industrial technology to conditions for which it was not de- 
signed. The industries involved were ceramics, plastic shoes, and tanning. 
Also, two examples of the successful use of modern technologies, the one 
to manufacture sewing machines where they had previously been im- 
ported, the other a fibre-board plant. 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE: Matching Employment Opportunities 
and Expectations: A Programme of Action for Ceylon . . ., Geneva, 1971, 

Report chapter 5, pp. 69-83, 105, 186. 

Estimates (p. 105) capital, output, and employment in Ceylon in public, 
private large- and small-scale activities; compares the ratios of alternative 
techniques in weaving (p. 186) (see B. Hewavitharana) and discusses 
areas in which Ceylon might be able to develop more labour-intensive 
technologies. Data on production costs and employment in the 
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manufacture cf difierent grades of New Process Rubber (p. 76) indicate 
the scope for variations in processes. Quotes evidence of technical assist- 
ance and labour problems ad\.ersely affecting the choice of technique, and 
suggests the setting up of industrial research institutes and a light 
machine-goods sector. 

‘!-he report argues that the range of technical c!ioice is widest in 
construction. transport, and sexices where the output consists of non- 
tradables and hence quality and time are less crucial. In construction 
the main constraint is the need to synchronize wor!~ with monsoons and 
the agricultural seasons. The report quotes (p. 79) an estimate which 
claims that a certain road could have been completed in the same time 
at less thaIi one-third of the cost using 136 men instead of 14 men and 
6 machmes. The report comments that this is probablv an exaggeration, 
if oni:; hecuuse wheelbarrows and other light equipment would un- 
doubtedly he required. 

It is argued that there are owr-capital-intensive :,rchniques in use in 
transport (especially in the case of automatic lifts and conveyor belts for 
materials hand1in.g) and in banking; and potential!y in othdr services- 
supermarkets. calculsting machines, power launiries, and household 
mechanical appliances. 

~NTEHSATIOYAL. LAR~VR OFFICE: Automation in Lkwelopiq Countries, 
Guteva, 197~. 

In addition to a round-table discussion on problems associated with the 
Introduction of automation and advanced technology in LDCs, there are 
six case studies of organizations introducing advanced technologv. These 
are: computerization in the Banco do Brasil; the mass prod&on of 
cakes in Colombia; the introduction of electronic data processing in an 
Indian textile firm, and also by Ethiopian Airlines; con:putcrization in 
two Bangladesh banks; and the 2~tomz1tion c~f tin-can production in 
Tanzania. 

In each instance the new technology contributed tc higher profits by 
slowing down employment growth, and in the case of the Indian textile 
firm and the Colom’+ bakery quality and output were also improx-ed 
significantly. However, in each case the new technology was only margin- 
ally superior to alternative methods. The authors suggest that much of 
the explanation of the easy and ready introduction of labour-saving 
equipment lies in the fact that where the wage bill is a small percentage 
of total costs a few extra workers can easily be carried until attrition or 
output expansion re-establish a desired ratio. 

INTERNATI~NX LABOUR OFFICE: Roads atid Redistribution, A Social 
Cost-Rerre$t Study of Labour-intensive Road Constructkm Methods in 
Iralz, \~Orld Employment Programme, Geneva, 1973. 

Case s?tidy of one highway, two feeder roads, and two rural roads. Finds 
that adoption of more labour-intensive methods is socia!lv feasible for 
each of the roads examined; equipment use could be reduced and employ- 
ment significantly increased. Adoption of more labour-intensive tech- 
niques is uneconomic from the point of view of the private entrepreneur. 
Whether or not it is socially desirable depends on the priorities the 
Government attaches to maintaining a high rate of future income, as 
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against reducing present inequalities, particui,‘yly as between the urban 
&id rural sectors. 

It is estimated tIlat for the highway programme 32,500 man-year 
employment equiv:~,lcnts could be created (or IO per cent of forecast open 
ui,emplo!;rnent); the extra cost would be 22 per cel:t of the cost of the 
programme. Fo; secondary r<~ads, 16,500 man-years of employnwnt 
could be created at an addkionai cost of 30 per cent of the programme. 

~~'iERW~TIoI;AL LABOUR OFFliZ: .i&n or &hcizines: A f%ihppi?ze Chse 
S’trr~dy qf Lobow-Ca&rl Su/s!ltution iz Road Construction, I.L.O. 
Wcrid Employment Programme, Geneva, forthcoming. 

JOHNSOK, iv. A.: The Steel Zxdzutry of india, Harvard University Press, 
1966. 

Chapter 3 considers the question of factor endowments and resource 
allocation. Xrgrxs that relative abundance of raw materials is relevant to 
choice of industry as Y:!: as capital and labour, and this may justify the 
introduction of capirai-Intensive industry like steel in India. Argues that 
‘in the steel kdustry tvchxlogy is relatively inflexible and the substitut- 
ability of labour for otht: inputs, notably machinery, is limited’. In 
India with few exceptions new mills have been equipped with the latest 
machinery. Oider more labour-intensive methods (e.g. hand hot mills in 
roiiing of sheets instead cii semicontinuous and continuous strip mills) 
are less efficient with less output per rupee investment. Later methods 
also produce better-quaiirv product. Mechanized methods of transporting 
semi-finished products hliow subsequent processing with less reheating 
and thus economize 0’7 +x1 and reheating capacity. There are oppor- 
tunities for labour-intens; %-e operaSon outside the znmediate operations 
of steel mills-in mining ore, and i,l the handling ci- raw materials and 
finished products. 

JCZET, P;: ‘Minisid&rgies et Rkduction Directe’, mimeo, Institut de 

Recherche et de Planification, Grenoble, 1970. 

Giv,:s cost estimates for small-scale semi-integrated steel plants with 
capacities as low as jO,OOO tons per year. 

KHADI AND VILLAGE INDUSTRIES COMMISSION: Khadi and Village 
Industries: -4 Perspective, Bombay-56, 1972. 

Outlines the Commission’s work in hel+ng to improve productivity and 
organization in village industries in Indra. Makes the following estimates 
of the inrestible resources required to employ one person in various 
industries in India: 

Steel Rsx6o,ooo 
Heavy machine building Rs100,000 
Heavy electric& Rs jo,o”o 
Fertilizers Rs ‘$0,000 
Small-scale industries Rs 5,000 
Han~dicrafts Rs I,jOJ 
Khadi and village industrks Rs 1,000 
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Appendix II iists the improvements in techno!ogy made by the Com- 
mission. 

X handbcok, Patterns of Assistance joy Khadi and Village Industries, 
sets out the subsidies available for each industry. 

X s&es .~f thirteen articles, one on each of the industries covered by 
the IIhadi Commission, appeared in the Bombay weekly Cown~~e 
between 23 September 1972 and 31 March 1973. 

K:LEY, P. : $rican Enterprise: The Niferiatz Bread Jtzdustry, Stanford, 

1965. 

Chapter 4 describes the baking process in use in Nigeria and aspects of 
tecb~~ology. Beyond a certain point (600 lb. per batch) economies of scale 
are not significant, the constraints stemming from the biological process 
of fermentation and the technology of the dough brake. 

Dan O:I capita!-output and labcur-output ratios are given for six 
firlns out of a total sample of fifty-nine as representing different sizes, 
market orientation, and technologies. In particular, the firm producing 
the ‘economy-’ loaf economizes on capital but has high total costs because 
of the high raxv-material content; the technically most advanced firm 
which produces a ‘luxury’ loaf minimizes losses in the production process 
but has trouble with spare parts, power failures, high fuel costs, and 
finding ski!led supervisors-and the limited market for ‘luxury’ loaves 
means it operates below capacity; another firm substitutes organization 
and superintendence for capital; another firm, with a ‘distribution’ 
orientation, has more than half its capital in delivery vans. 

Chapter j compares productivity and costs of five firms; efficiency of 
raw material conversion; and output-labour and output-fixed capital 
ratios. 

KILBY, P.: I&istriali.zation in an Open Economy: Nigeria Igcfj-66, 
Czxnbridge, 1965, especially chapters 4-5. 

Emphasizes the far wider spectrum of product differentiation to be found 
in LDCs than in developed countries. ‘Even in the case of so seemingly 
homogeneous a product as bread, four distinct sub-markets were 
identified.’ 

Chapter 4 contains observations on capital-intensity in some import- 
substituting in&astries. In cigarette manufacturing the most automated 
production techniques available have been adopted. Within Nigeria’s 
well-protected market the objective has been to maximize sales: subject 
to the constraint of a satisfactory rate of return; automated techniques 
hare made it possible to expand output and capacity rapidly, to provide 
a full range of brands or price lines, and to have ensured uninterrupted 
supply. Greater use of old machines and labour-intensive handling 
techniques would reduce both capital costs and the number of senior 
(expatriate) technicians; on the other hand, such a choice would involve 
higher operati\:e skills, greater reliance on Nigerian supervisors, and 
greater vulnerability to interruptions as a result of human failure. A 
further crucial factor is that in the case of cigarettes (and also beer) the ~ 
cost of manufacturing is less than IO per cent of the ex-factory price, 
the rest being made up of expenditures on raw materials, advertising, 
selling, profit, and, above all, taxes. The factors influencing choice of 
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techno!ogy in brewing and bottling are the same as for cigarettes. In 
cement a more capital-intensive ‘dry-process’ which reduces the fuel 
requirement by a third has been adopted to get round the problem of 
transporting large quantities of coal. 

Chapter 3 discrtsses processing for export and contains a discussion of 
palm-oil extraction. There were four methods in use in 1963, and table 
44 summarizes the main operational characteristics of each. On the basis 
of simple extraction ehiiciency-the criterion which has largely guided 
government policy:-each new method should have displaced its pre- 
decessor. In fact the more labour-intensive methods have in general 
proved economically more efficient. The four methods are: hand method, 
screw-press, Pioneer ?&!I, and hydraulic hand-press. 

i\Lrso~-, R. H.: ‘The Relative Factor Proportions in Manufacturing: 

A Pilot Study Comparing U.S. Owned SubGdiaries and Local Counter- 

parts in the Philippines’, prepared for U.SA.I.D., mimeo, 1969. 

In a sample of 130 firms, the 46 U.S. firms had assets per employee of 
$I 1,370, compared with $9,583 for the 84 local firms. The discrepancy 
was due to non-participation by U.S. firms in textiles and tobacco. 
When these were excluded the figure for the local firms rose to $I 1,419. 

In a comparison of eighteen paired firms, the U.S. firms tended to be 
more capital-intensive, though since they also paid higher wages their 
factor proportions (when measured by the wage bill) were comparable. 
The U.S. firms employed a larger proportion of both executive and IOW- 
skilled employees. Only four of the firms indicated that skill shortages 
were so severe as to force them to alter plant design as compared with the 
design they would have preferred. All the U.S. firms used equipment of 
U.S. origin, whereas the Filipino firms got 70 per cent from Europe and 
30 per cent from the U.S.A. 

Half of the firms in the larger sample said that they would use the 
same equipment a&r, while most of the others said that changes would 
be neutral between capital and labour. Six Filipino firms said that innova- 
tions would be labour-saving in order to improve quality. 

Most firms were of the opinion that plants in the Philippines were 
entirely different from plants in theU.S.A. which produce similarproducts, 
since their machines had to have smaller capacities, tend to be designed 
for small-batch operation rather than continuous production, and are less 
speciaiized. 

Examples were given of processes where the most modern technology 
was more capital-saving than the previous one, for instance where a 
process previously necessary could be dispensed with. 

MILLER, W. L.: An Economic Analysis of Oil Palm Fruit Processing in 
Eastern Xgeria, Ph.D. thesis, Michigan State University, 1965, pub- 

lished on demand by University Microfilms Ltd., High Wycombe, 

England, and Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.; bibliography. 

The technologies investigated are as follows: for collecting the fruit, 
headload, bicycle, and lorry: for processing, hand press, screw press, 
hydraulic hand press, ‘Pioneer’ oil mill, and Stork major mill. At least 
80 per cent of the oil exported and 90 per cent of the total palm-oil 
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produced in Eastern Nigeria comes from the small-scab hand and screw 
presses. 

Of the colic&xl technologies, for all quantities at present required by 
each sort of processing plant, the headload method (using female labour) 
was the cheapest. Vsing male labour the bicycle method would be the 
cheapest at all levels, the lorry method only becoming econ,omic at very 
high lrvzls. 

The following table compares efficiency indices for the various techno- 
logies, efhciency being computed as roe >: average revenue t average 
tot21 cost: 

Avernge season for 
each technology 

rjo-day season for 
all technologies 

Okigwi hand method 
Aqbak hand method 
Arerage hand method 
Xbak screw press 
Okigwi screw press 
Average screw press 
Hydrardic hand press 
‘Pioneer’ oil mill 
Stork major mill 

71 73 
05 96 
83 84 
95 
89 ii; 
92 93 
94 94 

i:: 
90 
71 

\:ariations in fruit price and wage rates do not affect the stability of the 
conclusion that the screw press, hydraulic hand press, and ‘Pioneer’ oil 
mill have similar levels of eF&mcy. & the size of plant increases, less 
fruit and labour are required to produce a hundredweight of oil. Also as 
plant size increases the average variable cost component of average total 
Cost declines in relative magnitude while the average fixed cost component 
increases. 

Technical efhciency in the industry is maximized by the screw press 
the hydraulic hand press, and the ‘Pioneer’ oil mill. rJse of the hand 
method maximizes employment and minimizes the value of capital 
imports. Use of the Stork mill maximizes the oil yield for export and the 
per c@iin ;ncomes of the employees. Changing the processing method 
for the export market from the screw press to either the hydraulic hand 
press or the ‘Pioneer’ oil mill does not benefit the econom$ because the 
advantages of higher oil exports are balanced by capital imports. 

M~~LLEW, J.: ‘Labour-Intensive Methods in Low-Cost Road Con- 
struction: A Case Study’, Intemational Labour Review, vol. TOI 
(January-June x970), pp. 359-75. 

Report of a resident engineer on a project in a remote region of sub- 
tropical Africa which started out as a highly mechanized project but had 
to resort to increasingly labour-intensive methods. The higher indirect 
operational costs of the capital-intensive method and the associated 
economic cost of delays in opening the road narrowed its cost advantage 
over the most labour-intensive method. Suggests that if shadow prices 
were used and the social benefits of empioyment considered, the labour- 
intensive method would have been best. Advocates a mixed strategy, 
using more mechanized techniques for certain processes. 
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M~~LLEX, J. : Choice oj Teclzrzology in Underdeveloped Countries, exmpli- 
,fied by Road Constructio?l in East Africa, The Technical University of 

Denmark, 1973. 

Contains theoretical disctission of the meaning of appropriate technology 
and methodological procedures for choosin g technology--particulariy 
the use of a m&i-objective decision model combined with adaptation 
to local ccmditions. The theoretical model is illustrated by some detailed 
empirical data on roads in East Africa. 

~AYUOAMMA, Y.: Wet Blue Chrome Leather for Export, UNlDO: 

ID/WG.79/3, Vienna, 1971. 

A comprehensive technical diswssion of the subject by the Director of 
the Central Leather Research Institute, Madras. Contains a discussion 
(pp. 133-S) of the possibilities of improving the technologies used by 
cottage and small-scale tanners so as to raise the quality of their products 
to export standards, and also the organizational problems involved. ‘It is 
suggested that serious attention should be paid to this problem [of 
reorienting the cottage and small-scale sector], as the existing reportedly 
uneconomic units could be switched on to a more profitable line of 
activity.’ 

NETHERLANDS Ecom~r~c INSTITUTE: ‘The Economics of Mill Versus 
Handloom Weaving in India: A Progress Report on a Method’, 

Publication So. 7/56, Rotterdam, 1956. 

Outlines a method for evaluating the ‘total’ economic characteristics of 
the two sectors, and presents some data relating to them. No calculations 
are made, however, as the information ‘appeared both too inaccurate and 
incomplete’. 

PICKETT, J., FORSYTH, D. J. C., and MCBAIN, N. S.: ‘The Choice of 

Technology, Economic Efficiency and Employmen: in Developing 
Countries’, World Deoelopment, vol. 2, no. 3, March 1974. 

This is an inquiry into the choice of technology in the sugar and footwear 
industries in Ethiopia and Ghana. It involved the identification of as 
wide a range of alternative techniques as possible in each industry, and 
the costing of the use of each alternative for given levels of output in 
Ethiopian and Ghanainn conditions. 

Three basic systems of sugar production were examined: (a) the 
vacuum-pan process; jb) the Jaggery/‘vacuum-pan process; and (c) the 
Khandsari type open-pan sulphitation process. Within each system 
variants of sub-processes are available. In footwear there is basically one 
system, but a large number of alternatives for each operation. 

For the sugar comparisons a Ghanaian vacuum-pan factory with an 
operating capacirp of a.&ooo tons p.a. (assumed to be fully utilized at all 
times) was investigated. The net present value and the internal ,rate of 
return were calculated, given the initial fixed capital investment and 
taking the most efficient manning system and the most efficient flow of 
current inputs. ‘The calculations were repeated for the same annual 
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output and time period for the Khandsari process as if It \vrere in use in 
Ghanaian conditions. Adjustments were made to both sets of calculations 
to obtain a measure of ‘social profitability’. The Khandsari process would 
have required a capital investment of one-third of that required by the 
actual factory and would have employed 7”” full-time and 3,““” seasonal 
workers as compared with 476 full-time and 219 seasonal workers re- 
quired by the actual factory; it would also have bew more profitable. 

To make comparisons for the shoe industry, three ‘synthetic’ factories 
were analysed in which the production process was an amalgam of known 
operations conventionally used in the U.K. and Africa. Each factory was 
to produce 3”“,““” pairs of shoes ~.a., be efficiently run with one shift, 
use imported synthetic sole units, operate over a period of twenty-five 
years, and use locally produced leather in Ethiopia and imported leather 
m Ghana. ‘As with the sugar comparisons, the most profitable shoe 
factory would also use less capital and employ mor’e labour than the 
relevant alternatives in Ethiopia and Ghana. Thus, the initial capital 
investment in factories A, B, xd C respectively would be $2693,“00, 
(;?350,000, and @.76,000 in Ghana, and Eth. S1,0~3,“00, Eth. S686,000, 
and Eth. S.jr2,““” in Ethiopia. The ~choice of factory C rather than 
factory A would increase total and unskilled labour employment by 
28 per cent and 37 per cent respectively in both countries.’ 

hASXD, I(. : Technologicui Choice launder De~elopmerbzi Planning, 
Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1963. 

A detailed xalysis of the position of the cottage industries-cctton 
spinning and weaving, rice processing, vxgetahle nil, gur-khandsarl, 
leather tanning, leather footwear, p;?per, match, and soap--in the Indian 
eujnomy, nirh special reference to the Second Fi.x Year Plan. 

A;lalysis of the cost structures shows that fw each inriustry except 
tanning, footwear, and paper, working capital is considierably more 
Important than fixed capital, in each case representing more than 7” per 
cent of total capital. in all cases except hardspinning (where lahour costs 
are most important), raw-material cost is the most important element of 
production costs, mostly accounting for something in the range 60-90 
per cezt of total costs. 

To secure the output targets of the Plan less inr-estment would be 
required for the mill techniques in the case of vegetable oil, tanning, 
paper, and matches, while in each case the hand techniques would maxi- 
mize employment ir? the short run. Taking into account expenditure on 
social overheads, total expenditure tinder the Plan wou,ld be greater if all 
investment were in hand techniques rather than mil: techniques in all 
cases except rice, weaving, and leather footwear, though the situation 
might be reversed for tanning, paper, and matcher, if a high priority 
were given to saving foreign exchange. One should also consider the 
enormous costs of reorganizing, administering, and subsidizing the 
cottage industries. Considerations of utilizing excess capacity wouid tend 
to favour the hand techniques. 

On various wage and savings assumptions, assuming that all distributed 
profits are available for reinvestment and allowing for depreciation, 
aggregate saving under hand techniqlles could be higher than under 
mill techniques in the case of one of four rice techniques, one of two 
vegetable oil techniques, three out of four weaving techniques, and for 
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leather footwear and soap. However, the network necessary to mobilize 
the scattered savings of the hand techniques would be very expensive, 
though it would have beneficial implications for development in itself. 

Finally, the author estimates the length of time required for the mill 
sector to overtake the hand sector on alternative assumptions of savings 
in each sector for the l~arious techniques. The estimates for output and 
employment are within the following ranges: 

Output (years) Employment (years) 
-- 

Rice q-2.3 ; never 16-33 
Vegetable oil I 0-2s ; never 21-27 
Spinning 21-88 54-66 
Tanning 0; never 22 
Weaving 25-1~5 ; never 28-75 
Leather footwear 22-~~1 IO; never 32 
Paper 7 19-30 
?Zatch 12-1, 24 
Soap I 1-26 15-16 

These estimates illustrate the difficulty of planning with uncertain data 
and the importance of time preference. 

RAJ, IL X. : ‘Employment and Unemployment in the Indian Econcmy : 
Problems of ClLusification, Measurement and Policy’, Economic 

Ikvlopnent and Cultural C?kZnge, April 1959~ pp. 258-78. 

4nalyses the performance of the five Maine cotton-weaving te&niques in 
use in India at the time. The main conclusions are: that although, the 
fly-shutt!e hand loom maximizes the output coefficient it could only be 
sustained by subsidy for all wage rates greater than Rs1.5 per day; that 
the ‘Banaras’ semi-automatic hand loom has a slightly lower output 
coefficient but could generate a profit of 450 per cent even at a wage rate 
of Rsz per day; that the cottage power loom both has the lowest output 
coefficient and generates a small surplus; that the factory non-automatic 
power loom would maximize the rate of profit for the wage rate range 
Rsg-13 per day; while the factory automatic power loom would maximize 
profits for wage rates greater than Rsr; per day. 

See also the entry for .4. K. Sen, Choice of TechPtiques. 

SEN, A. K.: Choice of Techniques, 3rd edition, Blackwell, Oxford, 1968. 

The main body of, this book is a classic statement of one theoretical 
approach to the question of choice of technique, incorporating different 
objectives. . 

Appendix C considers five alternative cotton-weaving techniques for 
India, drawing on the analysis of Raj (q.v.) among others. On the assump- 
tion of the same wage rate for each technique Sen’s conclusions are much 
the same as those of Raj. 

Sen also considers the effect of differential wage rates. According to 
his estimates of wage rates, the ‘Banaras’ semi-automatic hand loom 
gives the highest potential rate of surplus. It also gives the highest actual 
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rate of surplus for all propensities to sa\e greater than o.Ij. However, 
allcwance for working capital can alter the analysis considerably in faaour 
oi the power looms. 

The for&>-exchange factor anl the time paths of the different tech- 
niques in terms cf output maximization are also considered. 

Appendix D summarizes 511’s analysis of the psrformance of the 
modified Gandhi spinning+tlte!, the Ambar Charkha, much favourrd 
in the Second Plan, which appeared in tIw .k’conomic Wee/&, 10 October 
1957 (q.v.). The main conclusion is that the Ambar Charkha would 
generate a surp:us of MINUS 276 per cent. 

See also the entry for A. 5. Bhalla (1964). 

SIN’ IX~TITUTE, Hyderabad: Appropriate Technologies for Indian 
Industry, 1964. 

Contains two case studies. ‘i!le first compares a hand-operated and a 
power-driven technique for manufacturing a cycle gear-case. At the level 
of production examined (3,000 cases per month) the hand method is 
slightly~ cheaper to produce, has far lower capital-labour and capital- 
output ratios, and hence generates a much larger surplus. 

The second study is of four techniques for manufacturing a hand- 
operated Japanese-style paddy veeder, an existing handicraft technique 
ar?d an existing power techmque, and an improved version of each. In 
each case the capital-labour ratio is higher for the improved models 
(50 per cent higher for the hand technique, 3 per cent for the power 
technique), and the capital--output ratio lower (17 per cent lower for the 
hand technique, 45 per cent for the power technique). Again, the im- 
proved versions have lower unit costs, the hand techniques slightly lower 
m each case than ?he power techniques; above z,ooo units a month the 
improved power technique would have a very slight cost advantage. The 
existing hand techniqx would produce a product of less uniform quality, 
while both improved techniques would require highly skilled managers. 

SOBEIMW, R. S.: Transport Technology for Developing Regimes: A 
Study of Road Transportation in Venezzrela, M.I.T., 1966. 

STEW.~RT, F. J.: ‘Employment and the Choice of Technique: Two 

Case Studies in Kenya’, in Essays oz Employment in Kenya, ed. D. P. 
Ghai and XI. Godfrey, East Af ncan Literature Bureau, 1974. 

The two activities studied are concrete block-making and maize-grinding. 
Five techniques for the former are compared, viz.: hand-operated block- 
makers, small stationary vibrating machines, large stationary vibrating 
machines (imported), small laying machiws (imported), and large laying 
machines (also imported); and four techniques for the latter: hand-mills, 
water-mills, hammer-mills, and roller-mills (imported). The data were 
col!ected through personal interviews with managers and/or owners. 
Twenty-three block-making entrepreneurs were interviewed, using forty 
different machines, and 103 maize-grinding techniques were investigated. 

The main conclusions of the two studies ‘suggest that the formal 
analysis generally used to discuss choice of technique fails to incorporate 
important aspects of choice’. Firstly, variations in prod,uct characteristics 
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were found to be the key determinant in maize-grinding; they also ruled 
out the hand block-making technique for multistorey buildings. In 
maize-grinding the small-scale ‘intermediate’ technique-the hammer 
mill-was associated with greater employment output and investible 
surplus than the mire capital-intensive roller mills. These, however, were 
increasingly popular because the product, though more expensive and 
nutritionally inferior, was widely preferred. Secondly, the scale of output 
was found to be en important influence on technical choice: in cement- 
b!cck manufacture the more labour-intensive techniques were found to 
‘be more rficient at low scale of oiitput, but not at high. Thi:d!v, the lere! 
of capacity uti!ization was of key importance in determining the relative 
costs of different techniques. The studies revealed systematic differences 
in wage rates, according to location of production and according to 
technique. Calculations of surplus generated which assume the same wage 
rate for each technique are thus misleading. 

THOMM, J. 1’~~. : ‘The Choice of Technology for Irrigation Tube Wells 
in East Pakistan: rZn Analysis of a Development Policy Decision’, in 
D. Moraw-etz, J. Thomas, C, P. Timmer, and L. Wells, Studies of 
Imzppropriate Teclmologies joy Development, Harvard University Center 

for International .4ffairs, 1974. 

Shows that medium-cost tubewells (powerdrilled, high-speed diesel 
engine) were selected rather than low social-cost alternatives (labour 
drilled, low-speed engine) because of the organizational requirements of 
the implementing agencies, including aid donors. Modern technology was 
more risky for the forme; but less risky for the donor agency. 

TIMMER, C. P.: ‘Choice of Technique in Indonesia’, Discussion Paper 

72-4, Food Rexarch Institute, Stanford, California, 1972. 

Traces the history of recommendations for bulk storage and processing 
facilities for rice in Indonesia made by a firm of international consultants. 
Four dEerent types of facilities were considered. Three-quarters of the 
proposed $65.4 million investment was allocated to two types of equip- 
ment, one of which would only be optimal under artificially high paddy 
prices, tl-,.e other would never be optimal. Less than one-twelfth of the 
funds was allocated to the technique which according to the author’s 
calculations would be most ‘appropriate’ in Indonesian conditions- 
husker/polisher mills and flat warehouses. 

TINBERGEN, J.: ‘Choice of Technology in Industrial Planning’, 
Indu.st&lization and Productivity, Bulletin no. I (April 1958), pp. 24- 

34. 

Suggests a methodology for estimating least-cost techniques based on 
wage- and interest-rare differentials. Presents cost data on six methods of 
loading delivery trucks in the U.S.A., four of which are neo-classically 
inefficient. Also wmmarizes the results of two studies on filing and 
grinding and turning by G. K. Boon (q.v.). 
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UNITED NATIONS DEPARTMEYT UF ECGNOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS: 
‘Capital Intensity in Heavy Engineering Construction’, Industrializu- 

tion and Productivity, Bulletin no. I (x958), pp. 35-Q. 

Studies the operations involved in earth moving-excavation, hauling, 
filling, and compacting-with reference to data for the U.S.A. and Sweden, 
and extrapolates for the conditions prevailing in LDCs. The factors 
affecting choice of technique will include: direct production costs, topo- 
graphical conditions, considerations of economic and social policy (e.g. 
extent of seasonal unemployment), social overheads, and the time 
horizon. 

Concludes thst the use of highly rnechenized techniques in LDCs is 
likely to result in unit costs of operation which are substantially higher 
than in developed countries for similar levels of mechanization, but on 
account of consi~derations of factor productivity rather than of factor 
prices. Poor utilization of equipment both on the job (perhaps little more 
than 50 per cent of the U.S. level) and over its lifetime, inadequate 
maintenance, scarcity of skilled lahour, and inadequate general facilities 
such as supply of parts will all he crucial; the effect of low wages will be 
almost cancelled by the low productivity of labour, !vhile higher LDC 
shadow interest rates might only raise total costs by some 5-10 
per cent. 

See also entries for: U.N. Department of Economic and Social .4ffairs, 
in Indzrstvialization and Productivity, no. 3 ; D. Dreiblatt, The Economics 
of Hemy Eartlmoving; I.L.O., Men Who Mow iV/lozrntains. 

UNITED NITIONS DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND SXIAL AFFAIRS: 
‘Capiral J,ltensitp and Costs in Ea&Moving Operations’, Iadustvializa- 
tion and Productivity, Bulletin n& 3 (1960), pp. 7-22. 

Compares data for standard rx&ods used in Austria, Finland, France, 
SW&~, U.S.:;.R., U.S.A., I n la, ard Poland. Capital is measured by d’ ! 
the value of effective physical depreciation of equipment; labour is 
measured in hours of direct labour used on the job, excluding supervisory 
and overhead staff. Various assumptions are made about wages, raw 
materials, and exchange rates. 

For the first six countries listed above the capital-labour ratio for 
excavation work varied between U.S. $0.8 per man-hour and U.S. $1.2 
per man-hour; costs per cubic metre varied between U.S. $o.zz and 
U.S. $0.47. Indian and Polish capital-labour ratios were U.S. $0.3 per 
man-hour and U.S. w’wog per man-hour respectively, the low figure for 
Poland being attributable to the use of unskilled labour to build a rail- 
track; however, costs per cubic metre were comparable to those of the 
more developed countries. Analysis of the Indian data gives the following 
breakdown of costs for a combined operation of excavation, transport, 
and compaction : 

Depreciation 
Lubricants, fuel, etc. 3 
Repair and spare parts 
Labour : Operating 

17’7 
4’7 

Repair 14’4 
__- 
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See also entries for: U.N. Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 
in I?l~?lrst~iirlizLltiorrl n,d Productivity, no. I ; D. Dreiblatt, ?%e Econon~ics 
03~ Hmq Earthnrm:irrg ; I .L.O., Mere Who Move Mamtnins. 

UNITED NATIONS, Economic Commission for Latin America: Choice of 
‘f~chnol~~ies 51 the Latin American Textile Industry, 1966. 

compares paradigms n- f three vintages of mill-1950, 1960, and 1965- 
each containing both B spinning and a weaviing section, pioducixg on!y 
one specified type of fabric, and each operating with the minimum of idle 
capacity. Technological developments in the industry in Latin America 
have concentrated on minimizing the labour force through automatiza- 
tion. Thus the proportion of variable costs (manpower and raw materials) 
in total production costs declines with each successive vintage. 

The main findings of the study are : there is scarcely any saving in costs 
by choosing the 1950 vintage rather than the 1960 vintage, but there is 
a sizeable saving in choosing the 1960 vintage rather than the 1965 
vintage; labour requirements fall with each successive vintage-r950 = 
IOO, 1960 = 59, 1965 = &--while capitai costs increase-1950 = roe, 
I+ = 1~7, ;96j = 128; \vhereas an incr-..-- D~Q* in capital costs of 16 per 
cent would mske the 1965 vintage unable to compete. and the 1950 VIII- 

tage niey quickly become commercially uncompetitive, the 1960 vintage 
would remain viable with an increase in labour costs of u.p to 70 per cent 
and of capital costs of up to 12 per cent; the surpluses per unit of output 
are of the order of 1950 = IOO, 1960 = 119, and 1965 = 126. 

The study concludes that with low availability of capital, maximum 
benefits in terms of total investment, the reinvestible surplus, employ- 
ment creation, and return on capita! are attained by use of the 1960 
vintage. 

UNITED NOTIONS INDLTSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION: Techno- 
logical and Economic Aspects of Establislzixg Textile Industries in Develop- 
ing Countries, UNDO, Vienna, 1967, ID/7, pp. 123-76. 

Compares alternative spinning systems of varying degrees of automation : 
For a plant of 25,344 spindles producing Z~O,OOO kg. of yarn of 24’~ 

count monthly an up-to-date non-automated mii! requires 1.77 workers 
per I,OCO spindles shift whereas a Saco-Lowell semi-automated mill- 
where the processes of opening, picking, carding, and first drawing are 
continuous-requires 1.20 workers. Spindles for the non-automated mill 
cost about $80, for the semi-automated mill about $100. A still more 
automated system, the Whitin ‘systemated’ mill, requires only 0.97 
workers per I ,000 spindles shift, spindles costing $120 each. 

There are aiso comparisons of six Ger,man plsnts built by Ingolstadt, 
and a description of an automated system built by Platt Brothers Ltd., 
U.K. Four tvpes of rx:inding equipment, four types of weaving equipment, 
and two finishing processes are compared. 

Although these are not complete case studies, they could be very useful 
to anyone attempting such a study. There is a good technical bibliography 
on pp. 175-6. 

,” 
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irmm X.~TICXS INDUSRIAL. L~VELOPMER'T OKGANIZATION: Profiles 
qf rliun~~f~xtwit:g L?stuhlishwzo~fs, VKI!>O, Sew York, 1967, 1968, and 
1971 (3 wls.j, Industrial Plawing and Programming Series; Vol. I: 
UMDO-ID;‘SI:R. E/4; Vol. II: UNDO-ID/SER. E/5; Vol. 111: 
LWDO-IDiSER. E/6. 

These are detailed profiles-in terms of capital structures, wage costs, 
etc.--f ‘typical’ manufacturing establishments in a wide variety of 
countries and for a number of products of varying comply ,xity. They 
COIlId hr_m the basis -C ” r,,.,,norsr;r.p c+,,<l,. of A^.?..~ ~1. -I--I .~!: ..^_^ :*.. “I Y L”.A.y.-‘..e.- ” .--., rcL,ul”l”gLLal u,vc,>,ry, 
though the actual techniques employed in each case are not stated. 

I’UITED X.AXOSS INDUSTRIAL DEWLOPMENT ORGANIZATION: The 
&ablishment of the Brick and Tde Industry ii2 Dez;eiuping Countries, 
LXiDO ID/r5, Sales No.: E.69.1I.B.19, New York, 1969. Also, 
original working document by H. \V. H. JVest, ID/WG.16/7, July 
1968. Bibliography. 

.i comprrhansi\-e survey of the range of technologies available at each 
stage in brick-malting-shinning, hauling. clay preparanon, and oroduct 
manufacture, drying and firing--with comments on the appropriateness 
of each. ‘Before a works is established the market must be investigated 
and a decision t&en on the kind of products to be made. \X%cn a suit&Me 
clay source is found it ine\%tably determines the technology. Although 
there may be several sources of clay equally well situated with respect to 
the market, not all the processes are equally suitable for all products, 
and in practice tlx possible courses of action are few.’ 

Chapter VI (pp. IOI--12) contains productivity and efficiency data of the 
different processes for typical projects. 

r.;N:T,E:: >;,+TIoXS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPXENT ORGANIZATIOX: Bicydes: 
A Case Study of In&n Experience, Small-scale Manufacturin,o Studies, 

no. I, 1969. 

Contains t:-pica1 production data for firms in the small-scale and in the 
large-scale sectors in 1964. On account of certain technical innovations 
and lower overheads certain components can be produced more cheaply 
by the small-scale sector, that is by firms with total investment in 
machinery and equipment of up to RsTjo,ooo. Median capital-labour 
ratios in the large-scale sector are about Rsro,ooo, and in the small-scale 
sector about Rs~,soo; the respective output-labour ratios are about 
RE:;,joo and about Rs~,~oo. 

The study gives a detailed breakdown of production costs for plants 
producing z~,ooo and rj,ooo bicycles p.a. respectively. There are also 
detailed suggestions as to how bicycle production should be undertaken 
under differing conditions. 

UXITED NATIONS IP~DUSTRIAL DEVELOPMEXT ORGANIZATION: Report of 
Expert Group Meeting on the Selection of Textile Muchinwy in the Cotton 
Industry, TMIDO, Vienna, October 1967, ID/WE. S/I. 

Describes the levels of technology for the spinning and weaving of carded 
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cotton and presents quantiiative data for three hypothetical mill process 
Aows, ‘convrntioxl’ (L:~~CLI 1960), ‘intermediate’, and ‘automated’. The 
production lexl (4:o,oco square yards of so-in. fabric per week) was 
chosen so as to be large enough to justify investment in more modern 
machinery. 

Personnel requirements for the three levels are in the ratio r7r : 13 I : roe, . 
whlk hcrsepon-er requxements are in the ratto Loo: ~2, : 124. -i-‘p’-.-ex.; TJrii:-i .,., -,+ 

cwsts :vdd vzxy; but .xould be ep proximately in the ratio roe: I-+’ r.~n -J. _--. 
There would~ however, be savings through inventory reduction on auxiliary 
equipment for the automated machinery-ratio I 18: 108: roe-and 
through reduction of space r-q-i:ements-p;iyjical ratio 121 : I IP: ICO. 

The Group recommended the conventional level as most appropriate 
for developing countries. and strongly recommended against the auto- 
mated lerrl. for technical reasons as much as anything else. 

The study demonstrates how an industry’s technology can change 
radically in only seven years. 

UNITED NATIOM SECRETARIAT: ‘Choice of Capital Intensity of Industrial 

Planning’, I~id~liJ-tt~~l~~~~t~~;~ Giid prod&&& ~illle~in rho. 7 (;964), 

PP. 25-33. 

Lists the foiloxing industries as being ‘technologically flexible’: cloth- 
weaxing, wxdworking, cotton spinning, clothing, foodstuffs, rubber 
products, bricks, roofing tiles, certain chemicals, brass utensils, and steel 
furniture. Also industries which involve the production and assembly of 
components-radios, TV sets, bicycles, agricultural equipment-can be 
out out to sub-contractors. The use of second-hand machines and innova- 
trons in process layout can help in spreading resources more widely. 

Perhans the greatest scope for reducing capital-intensity exists in 
scaling down operations where this is possible without greatly increasing 
operating costs. For instance, ammonia plants can be designed for 60 tons 
daily capacity where 2jo tons is the normal size. Made in separate sections 
mounted on skids they take less than thirty days to install and involve 
production costs of about $36 per short ton, compared with $32 for a 
standard plant (see entry for P. Foster and D. Wood). Similarly, midget 
oil refineries with capacities of under IO,OOC barrels per day, compared 
with a previous minimum of 25~~0~3 barrels, have been dweloped. This 
was made possible by a simplified flow scheme and by the fact that each 
processing unit serves at least two important functions instead of one. 

%‘ELLS, L. T.: ‘Economic Man anci Engineering Nan: Choice of 
‘l‘echnology in a Low Wage Country’, Public PO&y, Summer 1973. 

Based on a survey of fifty light manufacturing plants in Indonesia in 
six industries-ple.jtic sandals, cigarettes, soft-drink bottling, bicycle and 
pedicab tyres, flashlight batteries, and woven bags-data covered four or 
more plants producing comparable products. The employment potential 
of techniques for different levels of capital-intensity can be seen from the 
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT l3.w~: Southeast Asia’s Economy in the Nineteen 
Cnowrrt;m i .nn”rncln YC”” .._._., --.‘~-.~ -.., 197’. 

Gives figures for employment, exports, and investment in Kaoshiung, 
the free trade and investment zone in Taiwan established in 1965. At the 
end of 1969 28,803 people were empklyed with investment of U.S. 
$36 million by companies and $7.7 million infrastructural investment 
(P. 30:). 

BWXTT, V. \‘.: ‘Capital-,-Output Ratios of Certain Industries: A Com- 

parative Study of Certain Countries’, Rezliew ofEconomics and Statistics, 

19.54 PP. 3o9-‘9. 

This article later became chapter 2 of the author’s book &@loymerzt afrd 
Capital Formation in Undevdez&ped Economies (q.v.). 

BWTT, V. V.: ‘Employment and Capital Intensity’, Indian Economic 
Journal, October 1954, PP. 142254. 

This article later became chapter 5 of the author’s book G@Zoyme~zr and 
Capital Formation in Underdeveloped Economies (q.v.). 

BHATT, V. V.: ‘Capital Jntensity of Industr~ies: A Comparative Srudy 
of Certain Countries’, Bulletin of the Oxford University Institute of 
Economics and Statistics, May 1956, pp. 179-94. 

This article later became chapter 3 of the author’s book Employment and 
Capital Formation in Gderdeveloped Economies (q.v.1. 

Bi<.iTT, V. V.: Employment and Capital Formation in Underdeveloped 
Economies, Orient Longmans, 1960. 

Chapter 2 compares the capital-output ratios of a number of industries 
in Mexico, Peru, India, U.S.A., Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and 
S. Africa for the years I 939, I 946, and I 949. Even allowing for the infu’ence 
of certain ‘nontechnological’ factors-depreciation rates, plant and equip- 
ment prize variations, under-maintenance, under-utilization, and output 
price variations-it would appear that the capita!-output ratios of the 
industries of an LDC are not significantly lower than those of the corre- 
sponding industries of at least some of the developed economies. 

Chapter 3 argues that although the capital-output ratios of industries 
in LDCs may not be lower than in developed economies, neverthe- 
less, their capital-labour ratios are considerably lower on account of 

2501c74 D 
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under-maintenance, defective manufacturing conditions, and inefficient 
technical and administrative control, even though the na~w of the plant 
and equipment is much the same as that in use in developed economies. 

Chapter j contains d.ata on capital-intensity (but measured by horse- 
power per w-orker) in various industries in U.S.A., Canada, Japan, and 
U.K. during the period 1899-1939. 

CREAMER, D. : Capital and Output Tresds in Manzlfucturir~g Industries, 
ISSO-I~&?, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1954. + 

This sggrcgatz atialysk cstzbiishes that there ha ‘becu a deiinite and 
substantial decline in the real capital-output ratio (for both fixed capital 
and lvvurlring capital) in U.S. manufacturing as a whole (and in nearly 
every s&or) since the decade 19~5-19. Changes in size structure of 
establishments or firms fail to provide an explanation of the reversal. 
The author ascribes the reversal to the altered character of technological 
inno\-ations broadly defined to include managerial changes which since 
around 1909 have predominantly had the effect of making equipment 
operate more efEciently, rather than of displacing other factor inputs. 

CLSIPER, G. E.: ‘Labour Productivity and Capital-Labour Ratios in 
Jam&an Manufacturing Industry: Their Relation to the Problem of 

Selective Industrialisation’, Social and Economic Studies, February 

1953, pp. 61-86. 

Prmmts data from the Jamaican Census of Manufactures of “946. The 
industrial categories analysrd are: (n) assembly and miscellaneous; 
(b) prin-vary products; (c) bulk process. The following table contains some 
of the resrlts: 

--- -- 
al,.: Assembly Primarv 
process Lo . Lo 
(L) 

Average net product per worker 
Fixed capital per worker 
Net product per Lxoo of fixed 

346 248 107 
539 r4o 78 

capital 64 177 137 
Average annual wage 102 

Wage bill per LIOO of fixed capital 18 ;“3 
56 
73 

In the bulk-process industries the larger establishments tend to show a 
higher net product per worker than the smaller but a lower net product 
per &IOO of fixed capital and a lower wage bill per ,CIOO of fixed capital. 
Except in the primary-product industries there is a general tendency for 
the larger establishments to pay a higher average annual wage. 

KHAN, A. R.: ‘Some Problems of Choice of Techniques in a Mixed 
Economy’, in Economic Development iz South Asia, ed. E. A. 6. 
Robinson and M. Kidron, Macmillan, 1970, pp~ 199-212. 

Indicates the magnitude of the under-pricing of capital in Pakistan in the 

‘,,,, ” ‘, 
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r96os in reiation to social cost through low interest rates and oxzervalued 
exchange rate. Efiecti\~r rates of interest taking both factors into accour:t 
Were 3’5 tU j pt* Cent. Potential social return to capital was estimated as 
at !easr 10 per cent. T!w accounting wage was probably lower than the 
mar!xt wage. Compares I/L ratios in selected industries in East and 
West Pa!iistan with ratios for Japan in 1955. For most industries the 
Pakistan ratios were substantially in excess of the Japanese ratios. East 
Pakistan. where v-ages were lower, generally had lower I/L ratios than 
West Pakistan. Under-utilization of capacity ako contributed to high 
ratios in Pakistan. 

F&xx, A. R.: ‘Capital Intensity and the Efficiency of Factor Use’, 
Pakistan lhelo~pnwnt Review, vol. IO (1970), pp. 232-63. 

Examines the capi::l-intensity of Pakistani industries by sector in terms 
of fixed capital-lai)lur ratios in 19643 and 1965/G. Coefficients are given 
for East and Wctst Pakistan separately, and for large-, medium-, and 
snxd-scale indl: irks. The rmkings remained much the same for ‘full- 
capacity capital-k’our ratios ’ The capital-lahour ratios in manufacturing 
industries are compare d aith those for Japan and the U.S.A.; there mere 
sign&cant differences in the sectoral ranking of capital-intensities between 
the three countries. 

Fertilizers, paper, and petroleum products all had very high coefficients, 
followed by cement, sugar, cigarettes, and edible oils; leather and leather 
products. metal products, wood, cork, and furniture all had very low 
coefficients. Corficients were generally lower in East than in West 
Pakistan, with the exceptions of sugar, paper, machinery, and cement. 
With the exception of basic metals, coeficients were higher for both 
regions of Pakistan than for Japan, particularly in the case of textiles. 

KILLICR, A.: ‘Manufacturing and Construction in Ghana’, in Bir- 
mingham, W., Neustadt, I., and Omaboe, E. N.: A Study of Contempo- 
rary Glzana, George Allen and Unwin, 1966, chapter 12 (pp. 274-93). 

Contains information about sub-sectors of .manufacturing and about the 
construction sector in Ghana. The two industries with the largest re- 
investible surpluses (beverages and tobacco) are also the largest in terms 

‘,‘, of value added, thou& the causation could run either way. There is only 
a weak correlation between profitability (net margin as a percenta&,: of 
gross output) and lahour-intensity (depreciation as a percentage of labou; 
costs), though the author senses that they may be positively cow&red ii! 

I 

the six largest groups. 
Data on lahour productivity, profitability, and size suggest that s>;;;e:cl- 

able economies of scale exist, taking manufacturing as a whole. I-Iis;~~~~ k:al 
data on date of commencement of operations of estahlisbment and p:-<:.x:lt 
level of sales cast doubt on the infant industry argument for protcc:ri:n. 

iVI.~sox, R. H., and %4KONG, I.: ‘Level of Economic Uevelopr~l:,:qi and 

Capital-Labour Ratios in Manufacturing’, Review of Economics and 
Statistics, ~01. 53 (!Kay 1971), pp. 176-S. 

A cross-sectional regression analysis comparing the level of capital-inten- 
sity of eleven developing countries with that of five developed countries. 

~,, ,, ,, ,,, 
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‘I’hr: uriables included in the model are population, per capita product, 
and capital-intensity defined as installed horse-power capacity per person 
employed, *l‘he main conclusion is that ‘the capital-intensity of develop- 
ing~ cucntri~,s is relatively ioo high given factor endowments and market 
size.’ In thr absence of more refined data and more complete time series, 
it was iot possible to test the various possible explanations, viz.: factor 
market price distortions, technical fiixitv, product market price distor- 
tions, and statistical bias due to under-ut&zation of capital. Little support 
was found for the bvpothesis (I-I. J. Bruton: ‘Growth Models and Under- 
developed Econo&ies’, 3’ ownal oj Political Economy, vol. 63, no. 6 
(.%ugust i:ztjj)) that lack of technical know-how may force developing 
countries to pass through a period of capital-deepening before it becomes 
possible to employ technologies which are capital-saving. 

kkIIT.3, 31. hi. : Capital Intensity oj illamjacturitrg Industries bf Some 
Selrc?e~ Cou~rirs of the ECAFE Region, Asian Institute for Economic 

De\-e!opmcnr and Planning, Bangkok, 1969, Special Course D. III, 
Human Resowces Development, Stztistical Supplement So. 4, 
69/Spl,‘D.II!. 

Lists statistics of capital-intensity on two definitions-fixed assets per 
paid employee and net va!oe added per paid employee-for all manu- 
facturing and by sector of manufacturing for Taiwan, India, Korea, 
AIala)a, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand, and Japan. 

MENTA, M. ?\I.: ‘Employment Aspects of Industrialisation with Special 
Reference to .ksia and the Far East’, unpublished mimeo report, 7970. 
Summarized in Development Digest, January 1972, pp. 87-93. 

Presents a geographical picture of capital-intensity (fixed capital/labour) 
in malxufacturing in selected ECAFE countries. In almost all industry 
groups, capital-interwity is much higher in Japan, the Philippines, and 
Taiwan than in Pakistan, India, Korea, and Thailand; in general, 
chemicals (including petroleum products and fertilizers), non-metallic 
minerals (cement), paper, and metal products are the more capital- 
intensive industries; ‘food, tobacco, and beverages’ is more capital- 
intensive than textiles, rubber, and even machinery and transport 
equipn:ent; and certain groups of manufactures appear to be highiy 
capital-intensive in some countries, e.g. chemicals in Taiwan, meta! 
products in India, paper in Thailand, food and textiles in the Philippines, 
and chemicals and machinery in Japan. 

The author presents d~ata which suggest that labour-intensive industries 
do not have high capital-output ratios, though no account is taken of 
working capital. He lists industries with both high labour-intensity and 
low capital requirements (for another such list see also the entry for 
R. B. Sutcliffej. 

Cites a study by Dr. T. Y. Wu, 1963 (no title given) which concluded 
from data for India, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Japan that there is 
no definite positive or negative correlation between operating profits by 
industry group and capital-intensity. The author argues that Korean 
data support this finding. 
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NETHERLANDS Eco~o~uc INSTITUTE: ‘Capital-Labour Ratios of Certain 
Industries in Some Cam&es: A Progress Report’, mimeo, Division 

of Balanced International Growth, Rotterdam, Publication 1/5j, 
December 1955. 

Contains estimates of total capital (fixed plus working) : numbers employed 
for eleven industries in four countries: 

U.S. $looo (1950 prices) 

U.S.A. Mexico Colombia India 
-__ 

Flour and _erist mill prodtxts 39’1 ICJ.4 19’9 5.6 
Bread and bakery products 5.0 1’5 I.3 3’S 
Sugar refining 26.8 82 Iz’q 2.6 
Starch - 

96:; 
3.8 2:; Alcoholic beverages 16~~ 18.0 

Tobacco manufactures 12’4 8.6 2’0 - 
Iron znd steel 32.’ 10.8 5’4 5’7 
Woodpulp, paper, and pa;jcr 

products 10’2 8.9 4.8 6% 
Printing and publishing 5’1 3’5 5‘1 - 
Cotton yarn and cloth 8.7 2’1 62 1.8 
Rubb’er products 7’0 3’4 6.1 - 

Rosw, G.: ‘Capital-Output Ratios in Indian Industry’, Indian Economic 
Joournal, October 1956, pp. 107-22. 

Presents data on the capital-output ratios in cement, paper, iron and 
steel, and cotton textiles oxw the period 1937-40 to 1947-52. The de- 
flated series (industry averages) for Gross Fixed Assets : Net Value 
-kdded of Outptit are: 

1937-40 1941-6 1947-52 -.- 
Cement 2.9 3.0-3.5 32-3.8 
Paper 62-6.;: 6.4-6.7 7’3-‘0’0 
Iron and Steel 3.3-3.5 3.4-4.1 4’35’0 
Cotton textiles : 

Bombay 3.4-3.9 2.3-32 4.8-5.0 
Ahmedabad 3.5-4.4 3.0-3.8 
Others 

4.6-6.6 
4.4-5.0 2.8-3.3 6.1-6.6 

SALTER, 1%‘. E. G.: Productivity and Technical Change, Cambridge 

University Press, 1969. 

Part I develops a theoretical analysis of the relationships between move- 
ments of productivity, prices, costs, wages, and investment in industries 
experiencing a continuous Aow of new techniques. Part 11 examines the 
relationships between these variables in a number of British and American 
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industries over the period 1923-50. In chapter X the author develops an 
esplanator:; hrpothesis. 

‘The anal&s has suggested that, to explain the data, primary emphasis 
must be pi&d on technical progress and economies of scale. These are 
causes of labour productivity which extend their influen:e to all factors 
and so can account for the behaviour of costs. Increases in the personal 
eficiencv of labour and factor substitution cannot explain the data by 
them&es althou~,oh, in the case of factor substitution at least, it is 
possible iand indeed likely) that an important contribution has been 
made to the obserwd increases in productivity.’ 

S~UTCI.WFE, R. 5.: Industry azd Uwderde~elopme~~t, chapter 5, pp. ~+o- 
97, ‘Technology and Industrialisation’, Addison-Wesley, London, 1971. 

Discusses the limitations of theoretical treatments of the problem of 
choice of ir.dustrial technique. There is also a survey of the empirical 
work on the sul>.ject, and the author oilers informed hunches of his own 
as to which sort of techniques are most appropriate in individua! industries 
in LDCs. There is a table, compiled from a nmnber of sources, giving 
information about the capital-intensit? of twenty subdivisions of manu- 
facturing industry for seven regions of the IJ.S.-4. in 1054 and 1958, 
and within four countries (U.S.A., Mexico, Colombia, and India) in 
r~~.+j/so. The author suggests that a range of techniques is most likely 
to be ax-aiinhle in tobacco, paper products, leather and leather goods, some 
rubber products, soap, paint and explosives, and transport equipment. 
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ARROW. K;. J., CHEXERY, H. B., &~XIIAS, 13. S., and SOI.OW, R. RI.: 

‘Capital--Labour Substiwion and Economic Efficiency’, in 2% Review 
of Lk‘co,lo?n:cs md Statistics, hugust 1oc31* pp. 225-50. 

From data for twenty-four manufacturing industries in a sample of 
I:ineteen countries the authors conclude that ‘the value added per unit 
of Inbnui used within a :+et: industry varies across countries with the 
wage rate.’ Empiricai evidence further establishes varying degrees of 
substitutability in di&rent types of production. The authors are thus 
i-d to attempt to derivt a mathematicai function having the properties of 
ii~i hrxnogeneity, (ii) wnstant elasticity of substitution brt\T;een capital 
,II:~ !abnur. and (iii) the possibility of different elasticities for di!Yerexit 
i!l&ustries. ‘Ike flunction they derive is tik constant-el~sticitv-of-substitu- 
tio:l (C.E.S.) prodcction functionl which includes the Leo&f and Cobb- 
i)ou,glas functions as special cases, and contains three parameters, the 
subsiitutiw parameter, the distribution parameter, and the etiiciency 
parameter. From information on the direct USC of capital they suggest 
that the &ciency parameter varies from country to countr)- but that the 
other two are constants for each industrv. 

See ah the entry for C. St. J. Q’Heriihy. 

BEHRMAX’, J.: ‘Sectora! Elasricities of Substitution Between Capital and 

Labor in a Developing Economy: Time Series Analysis in the Case of 

Post-war Chile’, ~co’corzometrica, vol. 40, no. a, March 1973. 

BOWLES, S. : ‘Aggregation of Labor-Inputs in the Economics of Growth 

and Planning: Experiments with a Two-levei C.E.S. Function’, 

~ot~rml qf P*litical Economy, vol . 78, no. I, January-February ~970. 

CHEXERY, H. B.: ‘Capital-Labour Substitution in Metalworking 

Processes’, Stanford Research Project for Quantitative Research in 

Economic Development, Memorandum No. C-3, Stanford, February 

rgjy, mimeo. 

Suyaests thar 1-y assi,qkg an investment cost to each machine tool in the 
analysis of H. M. Markowitz and A. J. Rowe (q.v.), it would be possible 
to use their data to construct capitalHabour substitution functions for 
each individual task. With such functions, it should in turn be possible 
to make cetwis pnrihus predictions as to how methods of production 
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might vary from one point in time or space to another, depending on 
the relative prices of the two substitutable inputs, capita! and labour. 

See also entries for M. Kurz and A. S. tiJanne, for K. J. Arrow et n!., 
and for C. St. J. O’Herlihy. 

DAxIEI.s, &I. : ‘Differences in Eflicienc): Among Industries in Dewlop- 

ing Countries’, American Economic Revtew, vol. 59, no. I (March 1969). 

Cross-section C.E.S. production-function estimates for seventeen in- 
dusrries in eight developing countries; widely dispersed results ranging 
from 0.4 to 1.8 for elasticity of substitution. 

DERVIS, K. : ‘Substitution, Employment and Intertemporal Equilibrium 

in a Non-Linear Multi-Sector Planning Model for Turkey’, New 

Jersey, unpubiished doctoral dissertation, Princeton, 1973. 

Drw,4s, R. K., and GUJERATI, D. N.: ‘Employment and Productivity 

ii: Indian Industries-Some Questions of Theory and Policy’, .4rtha 
I’~-nana, vol. IO, no. I, March 1968. 

Estimates C.E.S. production functions for twenty-eight industries in 
India. 

ERIUSON, J. R.: ‘Wage Change a.nd Employment Growth in Latin 

American Industry’, Williams College, Research Memorandum, 36, 

‘970. 

Cross-section estimates across industries within countries for thirtv to 
seventy-five industries in five Latin American Countries. Average &&city 
of substitution about 0.7. 

JEROME, f-I.: Mechanization it: Zxdustry, New York, National Bureau of 
Economic Research, 1934. 

Summarizes studies of the process of substituting capital for labour in 
a number of industries. 

KATZ, J. M., Production Functions, Foreign Znvestment nnd Growth, 
North Holland, Amsterdam, 1969. 

Study of fifteen industries in Argentina, estimating C.E.S. production 
functions. Cross-section estimates average one; time series 0.3. 

KC’RZ, M., and MANNE, A. S.: ‘Engineering Estimates of Capital- 

Labour Substitution in Metal Machining’, in American Economic 
Review, September 1963, pp. 662-81. 

Modifies the data presented by H. M. Markowitz and A. J. Rowe (q,v.) 
eliminating all technically inefficient techniques, and develops the‘sug- 
gestion of H. B. Chenery (q.v.) to construct capital-labour substitution 
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functi,xs for each individual task. The authors explain the 290 estimates 
they derive from Markowitz and Rowe’s data within the context of 
a Ieast-squares regression analysis for three models, two based on the 
Cobb-Douglas production function, the third on the C.E.S. production 
function. 

See also entries for K. J. Arrow et al. and for C. St. J. O’Herlihy. 

MARICOWTZ, H. M., and ROWE, A. J.: ‘A Machine Tool Substitution 

Analysis’, in il. S. Manne and H. M. Markowitz (eds.): Studies in 
Process Analyis, Cowles Foundation, Yale, 1963, chapter I?., pp. 3x3- 

5”. 

Uses linear programming tec’miques to analyse the possibilities for 
direct substitution between machine tools. These engineering estimates, 
based on U.S. data, are intended to represent the number of pieces per 
day that can be produced by one worker utilizing a choice of 115 alter- 
native machine tools to perform a total of 129 alternative metal-removal 
tasks. These tasks are stated in terms of the elementary operations per- 
formed, rather than in terms of end products. 

See also entries for H. B. Chenery, for M. Kurz and A. S. Manne, for 
K. J. iZrrow et al., and for C. St. J. O’Herlihy. 

h’f.IINHAS, B. S. : An I~hwmtional Comparison of Factor Costs and Factor 
use, North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1963. 

Aims to ‘suggest empirically usable relations for the analysis of substitu- 
tion between capital and labour, to ascertain, quantitatively, the differences 
in the cost of labour and capital in a fairly large number of manufacturing 
industries and to derive numerical estimates of the elasticity of substitu- 
tion between the two inputs! and to show the sig&cance of these empirical 
findings for problems of international trade and economic development’. 

Chapter 3 estimates the elasticities of substitution between labour and 
c&r inputs on the basis of regressions of labour inputs on wage rates for 
twenty-four industries in nineteen countries. For four industries the 
value of the elasticity of substitution lies between 0.72 and c%o, for 
seventeen between 0.80 and 0.92, and in only three industries is it greater 
th,an 0.92. 

Chapter 4 compares the ranking of I/L ratios by industry in Japan 
and the U.S.A. and shows some factor reversals. 

MORAWETZ, D. : ‘Employment Implications df Industria!isation in 
Developing Countries’, mimeo, IBRD, 1973. 

Summarizes (pp. 27-32) the results of C.E.S. studies and shows that 
‘estimates of elasticity of substitution at the two-digit level for the U.S. 
and a number of developing cour,tries do not display consistent industry 
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raokinys, and thus do not help in identifying industries which have 
relatively hi.<h or low substitution elasticity.’ 

.Uso summarizes work of V. E. Tokman (published in Spanish) who 
estimates the increase in employment associated with choosing labour- 
intensive techniques in some industries in Venezuela. 

O’HERLIIIY, C. St. J.: ‘Capital/Labour Substitution and the Develop- 
ing Countries: iz Problem of 3leasurement’, Bulleti!r of the Oxf&d 
Urhwsite~ Imtitute qfEconomics and Statist&, .4ugust ,972, pp. 269~-80. 

.\rgues that the capital-labour substitution elasticity is probably much 
smaller than it has generr!ly been assumed to he, and suggests that the 
methodology gensrally employed is at fault. In particular, the author 
criticizes three assumptions of the production function approach: 

(<z) the assumption of perfectly competitive markets for the inputs 
means that there must he constant returns to scale to ensure that income 
and output are equal; 

(6) the treatment of labour, capital, and output as homogeneous units 

is unrealistic when an industry or a whole econom\- is beinK considered; 
(c) the a\-ailable ratios for an industrv will be &rages if a series of 

techniques reflecting different technologies, different economy of scale 
factors, different efficiency ratios, etc. hloreouer, dewloping countries 
are often lacking in data on capital. 

The constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production f;z;c:ion 
avoids the problems associated with estimating capital stock, hut at the 
expense of the following assumptions: 

(0) constant returns to scale; 
(6) technological change with a constant capital-lahour ratio, and at 

a constant rate; 
(c) constant elasticity of substitution at all points on the production 

fun&or regardless of tune or output size; 
(d) entrepreneurs optimize their positions with respect to the currently 

existing production function; 
(e) the output-labour ratio is related to the average wage and is 

independent of the capital-!abour ratio. 

The author discusses empirical work which throws doubt on these 
assumptions. 

P;KK, II.: ‘The Employment-Output Trade-Off in LDC’s: A Micro.. 
economic Approach’, mimeo, Swarthmore College, University of 

Nairobi, 1972. 

Constructs a unit isoquant from data collected in UNDO: ProtZcs of 
Ma~ulfactwi~~~ Estahlislzme~zts (q.v.), measuring labour in terms of total 
man-hours involved in direct production, capital in terms of the dollar 
amolint of equipment valued at 1964 replacement cost estimates (local 
costs ‘hein.? conwrtcd to dollars at the existing official exchan,ge rate), 
and output in terms of domestic value added. The countries for which 

,“, 
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data were used were France, India, Japan, Isrsel, and Yugoslavia. The 
main results are: 

Elasticity Presence Skill dif 
of substku- 

feren- Age differ- 
of econo- tials among ences in 

tion mies of &icient equipment 
SC& filTllS among 

eficient 
firms 

Bicycles 3‘5 
\Vheat milling 2.7 
Paints “4 
Tyres 1‘7 

NO No No 
NO Yes No 
NO NO Yes 
NO YtX Yes 

cotton 
spinning I‘I No No Yes 

Woollen 
yarns 1‘4 No No NO 

ROERIER, 21.: ‘The Neoclassical Employment Model z1pplied to 

Ghanaian Manufacturing’, in F. J. Stewart (cd.), Employment, Income 
Distr.ibution and Deuelopment, Frank Cass, 1975; also in Journal of 
Development Studies, special issue, January 1975. 

Pools cross-section a:ld time series for seven industries with firm data 
for Ghana and estimates a C.E.S. production function. Estimates of 
elasticity of substitution between 0.7 and 1.3. 

TIDRICK, G. RI. : “VVages, Output and the Employment Lag in Jamaica’, 

Williams College, Research Memorandum No. 40. 

Time series C.E.S. estimates for six industries in services. Elasticity 
average 0.6. 

\~~ILLIAi%O?:, J. 6. : ‘Capital Accumulation, Labor saving, and Labor 

AbsorptiJn Once More’, Quarterly JournaS of Ec&omics, vol. 85, no. I, 

February 1971. 

Pools cross-section and time series data for Bix industry groups in manu- 
fzcturing in the Philippines, and constructs a C.E.S. production, function. 
Most eiasticity estimates over one. 
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AUBREY, H. G.: ‘Small Industry in Economic Development’, in So&i 

Research, September 1951, pp. 2699312; bibliography. 

Argues, with reference to the experierv-e of the Far East, ?hat small 
industry in developing countries has short-run ad.vantages, ‘and may 
even be able to pay its way over a longer period’. Small-scale enterprises 
are often at an advantage in saving investible resources, in the manu- 
facture of certain high quality and non-standardized products, and where 
short production runs and flexibility in adjusting to changes in demand 
are required. ‘Small industries in the rural regions of underdeveioped 
countries have the important economic and social function of relieving 
agricultural un,der-employment and seasonal unemployment. Increase 
in local incrtmes can spread the benefits of industrialization . and 
help create a wider market for all industrial products. And during the 
essential period of transition from subsistence to market agritulture, 
a local labour force can shift between farming and manufacturing, as 
seasons and demand dictate.’ 

BOTTOMLEY, A.: ‘The Fate of the Artisan in Developing Economies’, 
Development Digest, vol. 5 (April rg67j, pp. 31-59. 

Explores the possibility rF displaced artisans becoming innovators in 
agriculture and small industry. 

DANDEKaR, V. XI.: ‘The Role of Small-Scale Industry in the Indian 
Experience’, in Education, Employment and Rural Development, ed. 

James Sheffield, East African Publishing House, 1967. 

Describes Indian Gorernment policy towards small-scale industry em- 
phasizing the dualistic approach of the second five-year plan with its 
emphasis on heavy industry for invest~ment goods and village industries 
for consumer goods. Argues that village industries require no less capital 
and more lahour and. are thus based on an inferior technology. Modern 
small-scale industry, based on modern technology, is distinguished from 
large-scale industry by greater significance of self-employment. Describes 
Amhar Charkba experiment. In 1957 an inquiry found that on average 
Amhars worked four hours a day zoo days a year; average estimates of 
production were one-quarter of original expectations. The failure of 
Village Industries in the second five-year plan was attributed to poor 
technology ‘incapable of giving the worker even hare subsistence’. Third 
Plan emphasized modern small-scale industry, hut this was similar to 
conventionai modern industry in employment implications. 
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DEIAR, P. N,i,: Small-Scale Industries in Delhi, Asia Publishing House, 

‘958. 

Detailed study of 326 small enterprises-employing 1-20 persons, with 
a minimum block capital of Rszjo--in 13 Delhi industries during 1953-4, 
by questionnaire and/or direct questioning. 

Takes the use of electricity as a criterion for level of technology. 
Capital-output ratios. calculated on four separate definitions of capital 
and output, suggested that advances in technology did not increase the 
capital-output coefficient. However, estimates of capital-labour ratios, 
calcuiated on two definitions, suggested that technological advance in- 
volves an increase in the capital-iabour ratio. 

A rough indication of surplus per worker (average net value a.dded 
minus the average wage) is also given. An interesting result regarding 
wages was that wage rates did not differ appreciably between non-power 
and power-using units, increased real income in the latter case being 
obtained in the form of greater leisure and securitv as provided bv the _ - 
Factories .4ct. 

-4 summary of the main findings is contained in P. N. Dhar, ‘Some 
Aspects of Technical Progress in Small Scale Industries in Delhi’, 
.lndian Ecmmnic Reeiew, vol. 3 (1956-7), pp. 6776. 

DIMR, P. N., and LYD;ILL, H. F.: The Role of Small Enterprises in 
India?7 &ononzic Grozc~th, Asia Publishing House, New York, 1961. 

Distinguishes between three types of small enterprise: cottage industries 
using traditional methods to make traditional products, and using local 
sources of raw materials and family labour, which sell their products in 
local markets; modern small firms using modern techniques to produce 
modern products, and using raw materials from distant sources and hired 
labour; intermediate enterprises using more or less traditional techniques 
to produce more or less modem products. 

Data from the 1956 Indian Census of Manufactures on output-capital 
ratios ciiggest that small enterprises can be more capital-saving than large; 
output is defined as annual net value added and capital as net fixed 
capital at book value plus cash at end of year: 

Average Daily No. of Employees 

20-49 50-99 I co-249 25-499 jOOf 

Wheat flour 
Rice milling 
Vegetable oils 
Soap 
Tanning 
Cotton textiles 
Bicycles 
Electric fans 

0’23 0’44 0’35 0+x0 
0’32 0.34 0’30 (0.24) 
0’,70 0.24 0’22 0.30 
0’13 0.18 0.55 (0.09) 
0.28 0’39 0.38 O’S5 
0.24 0.50 0.23 0’41 
0.5 I 0.58 0.39 o’s* 
0.36 0’33 0’53 0’41 

- 

G3I) 
0.71 

%’ 
0’49 
0.30 

(Figures in brackets relate to one factory only.) 
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Modem small industries rely hea\-ily on the external economies of a 
good local market, good supphes of raw material from local dea!ers, etc. 
Therefore from the point of view of decentralization large and medium 
firms o&r greater possibilities. 

Wages and profit per unit of capital are both lower in small firms than 
in large, and the differential is greater in developing than in developed 
countries, as the following table indicates: 

No. of employees Average wage and salary payments per 
employee 
(index numbers) 

India Japan Britain U.S.A. 
(I955) (1952) ('949) (1947) 

4-9 - 
;: 

73 
ro-I<) 47 54 79 
20-49 51 53 83 84 
so-99 55 60 84 

roo-1yq 
's" 69 85 ii: 

zoo-499 83 56 S8 
500-999 sii 96 89 90 

1,300+ 100 IO0 100 IO0 

There is much to be said for the traditional village industries from the 
standpoint of saving capital, especialiy where the capital is already in 
existence. However, as incomes rise traditional products come to be 
considered inferior and there is a limit to the extent to which demand can 
justifiably be diverted through fiscal measures. The authors suggest that 
this limit had been surpassed with certain products such as khadi. 

DI TULLIO, I<. A.: ‘The Role of Small Industries in the Political 
Economy of Pakistan’, unpublished doctorai dissertation, Syracuse, 

1972. 

Shows small industries to be more iabour-intensive than large. 

MEHTA, B. V. : ‘Size and Capital Intensity in Indian Industry’, Bulletin 
of the O.+rd Unirwsity Institute of Economics and Statistics, August 

1949, pp. 1899204. 

Criticizes J. C. Sandesara’s (q.v.) findings in a previous article, and in 
particular that there is no positive correlation between size (numbers 
emp!oyedj and capital-intensity in terms of the capital-labour ratio, but 
that a positive correlation exists between size and the output coefficient 
and also between size and the surulus-capital ratio. Mehta points out 
that Sandesara looked only at the factory constituents of the small-scale 
sector, which account for only about ro per cent of those employed in 
the sector. 

He finds wide fluctuations in the capital-l&our ratio for the smallest 
size group compared to the largest in the ten industries analysed by 
Sandesara during the period 1953-8 and suggests that they can largely 
be attributed to the extent of capacity utilization. 
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Mehra offers his mvo analysis of thirty-two industries for the period 
1960-3, cisinp a fired ~mpital criterion of size. He concludes that smaller 
factories are hoth 1~s~ capital-intensive and more capital-productive than 
large. 

N..Y:IGK.%L COCSCIL OF ~&‘I’LIED ~ONO~WC hW.ARCII: sit& of’Selected 

Sum/l Indmtrial bi?h, New Delhi, 1972. 

Studies the economics of operation of small enterprises on-the basis of 
a surx:ev covering 159 enterprises selected from twenty-two industrial 
grox~s ‘in Indian mnnufacturing. It is estimated that the small.-scale 

sector acc~ilnts for 52 per cent of value added in manufacturing. For 
comparison, data from the Annual Survey of Industries (A.S.I.) com- 
paring ratios of large-: medium-, and small-scale enterprises, 1960-5, is 
included. 

A.S.I. data: Rs 

Sinall entwprises: 1960 1965 
Fiscd capital per employee I>527 2,017 
\‘ai:ze added per employee 1,882 2,358 
l’alue added per unit iixed 

capital I‘09 1.17 

&ll?diu112 entmprises : 
Fixed capital per employee GW. 4,044 
Value added per employee 2,742 3,815 
Value added per unit tied 

capital I.03 0.94 

Lmge entwprises: 
Fixed capital per employee 7>05 I 17,753 
Value added per employee 3,801 5,216 
Value added per unit fixed 

cagital 0’54 0’7.9 

Data for muxll enter~rse.~ szmeyed: Ig6~g-70 
Total capital per employee 13,554 
Fixed capital per employee 6,393 
~Value added per employee 6,456 
Value added per unit fixed capital I’OI 

According to the A.S.I., I/L and O/L ratios rise and O/I fall as the 
size of enterp:ise increases. The results of the survey did not tally com- 
pletely with the X.S.I. figures; sxne of these differences were attributed 
to different industrial coverage, since the A.S.I. covers fifty-eight in- 
dustries. The sun-ey includes data by industry group of fixed and working 
capital, a breakdown of different elements of each, capital-labour ratios, 
labour producti\+ry, wage and salary payments, production and distribu- 
tion costs, sales and operating profit, consumption of indigenous and 
imported raw r.aterials, financial structure, capacity utilization, and 
reasons for working below capacity. For the sample as a whole working 
capital formed about 53 per cent of total capital. Local plant andmachinery 
accounted for three-quarters of total plant and machinery. Exports 
accounted for 8 per cent of the sales of all industries; these were heavily 
concentrated among five of the twenty-two industries. Nearly 90 per 
cent of raw material consumption was of local origin. Wage and salary 
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payments xcounted for 37 per cent of value added. Forty p”r cent of the 
units reported returns below IO per cent on productive capital (of which 
I:& per cznt reported a loss). In the majority of cases the units were 
operating below 50 per cent of capacity utilization. The most important 
reasons given were shortage of raw materials, inadequate finance, lack 
of demand, and obsolete equipment. The aggregate figures given here 
conceal substantial intra- and inter-industry variations for which data are 
xported in this book. 

SAXDES.%R~, J. C.: ‘Scale and Technology in Indian Industry’, Bull& 
of the Oxfwd Crniversity Institute of Ecconomics at;d Statistics, August 
1966, pp. 181-98. 

This studv covers ten major Indian industries over the period 1953-S. 
On the basis of rank and product-moment correlation coefficients the 
main conclusions are: that small units mdy or may not be labour-intensive; 
that small units have lower output, lower wage, and lower surplus each 
per worker, and also lower output and lower surplus eaclz per unit of 
capital; and that labour-intensive technology has a lower wage per 
worker, but higher output and higher surplus each per unit of cap+& 
Hence the auth~or advocates iarge-scale and labour-intensive technologies. 

See also the entrv for 3. V. Mehta (BOUIES, August 1969) which 
challenges these fin&ngs. 

Sandesara defends himself in an article in BOUIES, November 1969. 
In particular he claims that Mehta’s data on the Census sector cover more 
large-scale factories and exclude more small-scale factories than he does 
in his oivn sample. 

SCHUMACHER, E. F.: Small is Beautiful: A Study of Economics as if 
People Mattered, Blond 8i Briggs, London, 1973. 

Attacks the worship of size in the modern world and suggests that insights 
into ma~~‘s economic condition can be had from Buddha and Gandhi as 
well as from western economics. Part III contains a chapter explaining 
the rationale of Intermediate Technology. 

SHETTY, M. C.: Small-scale and Household Industries in a Developing 
Economy, Asia Publishing House, 1963. 

General discussion of the role of small-scale industries citing among 
other things (i) data on techniques of cotton weaving-see Raj, and A. K. 
Sen (1968); snd (ii) survey of the engineering industry in Bombay City 
showing that I/L and I/O ratios are lowest for the smallest scale (under 
20 employees) and surplus per worker greatest for smallest scale. 

The main part of the book reports on a field survey of household and 
small-scale industries. The sample was selected from three tensils, cover- 
ing 16 industries. Average employment in I I household industries varied 
between z and 6; in 5 small-scale industries average employment varied 
between 4 and II. Information provided includes data on fixed and 
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working capital, type of ownersh;p, mode of acquisition, duration of 
\vorking period, carvings, ant! nature of indebtedness. 

‘!‘he following were among the findings: working capital varied from 
~5 to ij per cent of totat capi,tal, with a tsndeocy to account for a greater 
relative s!:are in household than in small-scale industries. Capital-output 
ratios were broadly similar between the household and small-scale 
industries, but the capital-labour ratios and labo~lr productivity were 
significantly higher among small-scale industries. The gross surplus per 
worker and aer I?zzit of investment was greater among small-scale in- 
dustries, whiie, on average, wages were lower in household than in small- 
scale industries. Family workers accounted for over half the employment 
in most household iwiustries, and a substantially lower proportion (IO- 
47 per cent) in small-scale industries. Whereas inheritance dominated as 
a mode of acquisition among household industries, ‘newly initiated’ 
domirzated among small-scale industries. Most of those involved in 
small-scale industries relied on their work for full support, while rhxx;t of 
those in household industries had supplementar~~ sources of iwome, 
especially agriculture. Household industries got most of rheir skilled 
employ-ers from among the family; small-scale industries hired most of 
their skil!ed employees, Both had substantial amounts of unutilized 
capacity--capacity utilization ranged on average frwn 24 to 65 per cent 
in household industries and was slightly higher among small-scale 
industries. Lack of finance for working capital was tlx most important 
single reason gi:xn for idle capacity, followed by lack of demand and 
raw material and rechnical difliculties. Over half those interviewed in 
each household industry reported that they desired to introduce technical 
improvements. The proportions were greater among small-scale industries. 
All those wishing for assistance to introduce improvements wanted 
financial assistance. Fewer wanted technical help. The improvements for 
which help was sought invoived a higher absolute amount of investment 
in small-scale as compared with household industries: they also involved 
a greater increase in employment. Some of the household industries’ 
improvements would employ existing workers more fully rather than 
expanding employment. While the implied marginal I/L ratio was higher 
for small-scale than for household industries, typically, the differenccv 
were proportionately less on the margin than on average. 

STALEY, E., and MORSE, R.: Modern Small Industry for Developing 

Countries, McGraw-Hill, 1965. 

Chapter 7 discusses small-factory resolwce use and development strategy. 
Contains data on output-capita1 and capital-labour ratios by industry 
group for U.S.A., Japan, Pakistan, and New Zealand. Also, marginal 
coefficients for Australia, and incremental output, investment, and labour 
coefficients for all industries by size group for Australia. 

In the U.S.A., and even more so in Japan, most industry groups with 
a high share of small-plant output tend to have high value added per 
unit of fixed capital and low fixed assets per employee, although not all 
industries with these characteristics are small-plant industries; among 
small-plant groups, non-metallic minerals, food products, and beverages 
stand out as having higher than usual capita1 per employee and capital- 
output coefficients. Among sm&-plant industries in Pakistan, simple 
assembly, mixing, and finishing industries show both highest value added 

2301071 E 
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per unit of capital and lowest capital per employee; chemical end products 
and pharmaceutical products have high OiI, but also relatively high 
I/L-the same is generally true of ‘market-oriented’ and ‘separable 
manufactxing operations, with cement, bicycles, agricultural machinery, 
and nietal articles having especially high I/L: processors of dispersed 
rcs*urceY 31xd service industries are about average for all manufacturing. 

The authors go on to discuss the conclusions of II. M. Markowitz and 
A. Rowe’s process analysis of metal-machining in A. S. Manne and 
H. 1;!. h~htrkowitz, Strtdies in Process Analysis, New York, 1963. 

Toon, J. E.: ‘Size of Firm and Efficiency in Colombian Manufacturing’, 
I\-illiams College, Research Memorandum 41. 

Shows low capital-output ratios in small firms. 

EXITED X.ITIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOFMENT ORC~NIZ.~TI~N: ‘Policies 

and Programmes for the Development of Small-Scale Industry’, 
I,irilutricllizatioII-;(~li~uti~)?z and I’roductivity, Bulletin no. 14 (1969), pp. 59-74. 

Contains information on the incidence of small-scale industries in Japan, 
India, Pakistan, U.K., and the U.S.A. 

In Japan the number of establishments in a sector, labour productivity, 
the capita-labour ratio, and the wage rate are all closely correlated with 
size while the capital-output ratio is not. In Pakistan labour productivity 
is higher in small-scale industries in printing, chemicals, nmchinery, and 
miscellaneous industries. In India small size and low labour productivity 
are correlated, and both are positively correlated with lower professional 
and technical labour requirements. 

UNITED XATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION: Small- 
Scale Industry in Latin America, I.T.N., New York, 1969. 

Surveys the role and characteristics of small industries in Latin America 
in the 1960s. Contains data on capitai-intensity in terms of horse-power 
per operative. 

VET.%, R. K.: Small Industry in the Seventies, Vikas Publications, 

London, 1971. 

Contains chapters discussing the role of small industries in India, Japan, 
Asia, the Middle East, -Africa, and Latin America. Chapter I I, ‘Moderni- 
sation of Small and Viliage Industries’ surveys the various organizations, 
especially Indian ones, which have been concerned with encouraging 
the adoption of improved low-cost techniques in developing countries. 

WATAXABE, S.: ‘Subcontracting, Industrialization and Employment 

Creation’, International Labour Review, vol. 104 (July-December 1971), 
pp. 51-76. 

Discusses the advantages of subcontracting as a way of expanding pro- 
duction and employment without recourse to heavy mechanization. 



SECTION 5 

Choice of technique in China and Japan 

Aru~c, T.: ‘Interrelations Between Large and Small Industrial Enter- 

prises in Japan’, I~zdustrialization and Productivity, Bulletin no. z 

(r959), UNDO, pp. 26-35. 

Surveys the organizational and legal measures which made the small- 
industry sector secure in Japan. The exceptionally large number of small 
enterprises was made possible by the widely available external economies; 
such as cheap electricity and good transport. These enterprises are mostly 
located in the countryside and employ low-wage labour working long 
hours, and also part-time workers. Most work as subcontractors to 
larger enterprises. 

BBHXLLA, A. S.: ‘Technological Choice in Construction in Two Asian 

Countries: China and India’, World Developmezt, vol. 2, no. 3, March 

‘974. 

Divides Chinese technological strategy into three stages, Soviet model 
(high technoiogy) phase (1949-57), the Grear Leap Forward phase 
(x958-&), and the 196os, and examines choice of techniques in the con- 
struction period in that light. Contains comparisons with India. 

LIAN, E. C.: ‘Innovation in a Choice of Techniques Context: The 

Chinese Experience, 1958-rg70', in the Bulletin of the Sussex Institute 
of Developmetzt Studies, vol. 4, no. z/3, (June 1972), pp, 39-48. 

Discusses the Chinese policy of ‘technoiogical dualism’-the use of both 
modern, imported, large-scale, capital-intensive industrial technologies 
and of traditional, native, small-scale, labour-intensive technologies- 
and the various approaches adopted to deal with the critical problem of 
developing a base of technical skills appropriate for innovation in the two 
sectors. During the period of the ‘Great Leap Forward’ (1958-60) the 
emphasis was on production and on ‘practice’ as opposed to ‘theory’. 
Later it was acknowledged that whereas the worker can devise improve- 
ments for that part of technology with which he is familiar, responsibility 
for technological change and development rests with specialized technical 
staff, and periods of consolidation by the ‘Scientific and Technical 
Services’ are necessary. 

HOLLERMAX, L. : Japan’s Dependence OTI the World Economy, Princeton, 

1967, PP. 49-55. 

A brief discussion of the ‘status of labor-inten&ve industry’ (chapter 5) 
which contains data 011 value added per person employed in each of the 
major industrial classifications. 
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X&IA, K.; and CHEN, E. K. II.: ‘Technological Change, Economic 

Growth, and Employment Generation: A Study of the Chinese non- 

farm Sector, 1950-196;‘, p p a er resented to Conference on Technology, p 
hFiO>~mt?Ilt >Uld~ ~WdOp~l~~t, under the auspices of the Council 

for Asian Rianpower Studies, 1973. 

Applies C.E.S. production function analysis to the Chinese non-farm 
sector, Finds a structural break in roj8-9, arguing that the rate of 
technological change was lower in the second period, when more labour- 
intensive twbnology developed locally was used, as compared with the 
eariier period when capital-intensive technology was imported from 
abroad. 

JOHNSTON, B. F.: ‘Agriculture and Economic Development: The 
Relevance of the Japanese Experience’, Food Research Institute Studies, 

Stanford 17niversity, vol. 6, no. 3 (1966), pp. 251-312. 

In the 1880s Japan, already characterized by a low capital-labour ratio, 
bad a higher rate of growth of employment than of capital. ‘The: dual 
structure of the economy which was developing was consciously fostered. 
In the plan of 1884 (see Inukai, I., and Tussig, A. R., K@yti Ilwz: 
Ja$an’s Tel2 Year Plan, 1S8J-<la{, University of Alaska (mimeo)) it was 
stated that ‘manufacturers are to be directed to postpone the establish- 
ment of a factory with big machines and to pay more attention to the 
improvement of machines which they now use.’ 

There were a number of factors which made this policy possible. 
Among them mere: the strong demand which still existed for traditional 
products; the fact that many of the new farm implements could be manu- 
factured by small workshops; organizational arrangements such as sub- 
contracting, which was in turn made possible by the established cultural 
values; tiie increasingly efficient transport and communications systems. 
LDCs today, however, have a higher rate of population growth, and the 
technical superiority of the latest processes is often so decisive that it is 
uneconomic to use more labour-intensive technologies even when relative 
factor prices differ enormously. 

Dual development such as 1ap;~n’s taps sources of capital. and entre- 
prrneuriai ability. ‘I‘he same process was evident in Pakistan during the 
period of the expansion of tubewell irrigation where the small agro- 
industries which grew up not only provided non-farm employment but 
also made available essential farm inputs at much lower capital costs and 
smaller foreign-exchange content than would have been the case if 
exclusive reliance had been placed, as originally contemplated, on large- 
scale public tubewell projects utilizing larger and more sophisticated 
pumps and motors (see Falcon and Gotsch, Agricultural Development in 
Pakistan: Past Programs and Future Pmspects, Harvard Center for Inter- 
national Affairs, 1966). 

OKITA, S.: ‘Choice of Techniques’, Izdustrializatim and Productivity, 

Bulletin no. 4 (1961), UNDO, pp. 21-7. 

A macro-economic discussion of the historical development of the agri- 
xiltural, transport, and manufacturing sectors in Japan. Contains data 
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on capital-intensity , ‘fixed capital per worker) and wage level by size of 
enterprise and by sub-sector in the ~gsos. 

hiTA, S. I ‘Choice of Techniques: Japan’s Experience and its Implica- 

tion’, in K. Berrill (ed.), Economic Development with Special Reference 
to East AIsia, Macmillan, 1964, pp. 376-85. 

Points out the special conditions pertaining in the Soviet CJnion after 
rgr7 (defencc needs and labour scarcity in agriculture) which led to 
dex~eiopment policies which favoured heavy industry, and suggests that 
Japanese development is more relevant to the problems of densely popu- 
lated East Asia today. 

In agricu!ture the major technological developments were in weeding, 
plant breeding, drainage, irrigation, and the use of manure, cultivation 
and other equipment bein;; introduced at a much later stage. 

In transportation, use of sing!+track railways and shipping both helped 
to save capital and foreign exchange. Having h~istorically used only a few 
draught animals the roads were not developed for transportation of goods. 
ITor geological ard topographical reasons roads would have been expensive 
to build, whereas nearly all cities and factories were located on the coast 
and railways are especially economical where the population is dense. 

The armaments programme led to the growth of the shipbuilding 
industry which led to the establishment of an iron and steel industry, 
run and subsidized by the government till the 1930s. The textile industry 
switched from using home-produced cotton to using cheaper imported 
cotton. Then sericulture grew up and helped to lay the foundations for 
the ml-on industry. The machine-tools industry grew out of military 
needs and the demands made on civilian and mining repair shops. 

Finally, the author discusses the size-structure of Japanese industry 
and the sub-ccntiacting system (see entries for Watanabe). 

RAMS, G. : Factor Proportions in Japanese Economic Development’, 

American Ec:conomic Review, September 1957, pp. 594-607. 

Offers an analysis of the broad trends of Japanese development. During 
the period x868-97 the participation rate in the (formal) economy 
increased steadily, despite the fact that the tof:al population was growing 
fast. Moreover, it is certain that increases in working hours and decreases 
in disguised unemployment also undoubtedly took place. 

The development of the subcontracting system meant that light 
industry grew up as an extension of agriculture, encouraged by the 
acceptance of very iow wages by the peasantry. In the latter years of the 
nineteenth century the relative scarcity of capital increased, a trend which 
was reversed in the twentieth century. This is indicated by the table 
on p. 64. 

The most convincing evidence that the persistence (and development) 
of cottage industries was not simply the irrational survival of the old ways 
was its virtual absence in the cotton-spinning industry where the new 
methods were very much more efficient than the old. Here capital-saving 
took the form of intensive utilization of equipment, and use of cheap 
labour in auxiliary tasks. 
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Ratio of Ratio of real 
capital goods price capital goods price 
to money wage index to real wage index 

1887 2.68 - 
1888-92 2.78 - 

1893-7 3’13 2.46 
x898-:902 3.28 2.96 
‘903-7 3’35 2.64 
1908%I2 2’4i I ,96 
r9r3-r7 3’IO 2’3I 
n918-22 2’30 I .82 
‘923-7 I’37 1.16 
1928-32 I’00 I’00 

1933-7 163 0.99 

RISKIN, C. : ‘Local Industry and Choice of Techniques in Planning of 
Industrial Development in Mainland China’, in UNIDO: Planning for 
Advanced Skills and Technologies, U.N. Industrial Planning and Pro- 

gramming Series No. 3, ID/SER.E/j, Sales No. E.6gII.B.8, New York, 

1969, pp. 171-80. 

Most of the theoretical analysis on the choice of techniques has been 
carried out at a level of abstraction which has led to an ‘either-or’ result 
so that the technological pluralism of the Chinese-using a mixture of 
techniques to produce the same products (or close substitutes)-can be 
explained only in terms of violations of assumptions of the model for 
instance interregional variations in factor costs, discontinuous subs&t- 
ability of factors and non-rational behaviour of planners or entrepreneurs. 
This paper outlines a less abstract theory in which products may be made 
by an indefinite number of ‘factors’ (including specific commodities, 
imports, raw materials, skills, etc.) whose respective costs increase at 
different rates as the scale of production is increased. 

Discusses the ‘local’ industry of Kwangtung province which, as else- 
where, is generally less mechanized and smaller in scale than ‘central’ 
industry, both concepts being administrative ones. At the time of the 
first five-year plan (1953-7) there was very little industry, most of it 
light, and the province was told to concentrate on agricuiture and a few 
li.ght industries. Before the plan there had been a period of rapid expan- 
sion of output in the country at large which had led to many problems- 
irrational distribution of factories, dislocation between materials supply, 
production and marketing, bad management, high production costs, poor 
quality, lack of standard specifications, high accident rate, and under- 
utilization of equipment; cadres, enthusiastic for rapid industrialization, 
overlooked the importance of local industries to agriculture and as 
adjuncts to larger enterprises. 

Despite the existence of such conflicts between output and efficiency 
objectives, a consistent poli-y position emerged over the years with regard 
to local industry in Kwar,gtung. A complementary relationship grew up 
between central and local industry, with prior claim to scarce resources 
given to the former. Lt,cal industry was to concentrate on producing 
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‘those industrial goods needed locally throughout the country which 
cannot be supplied by the central state-owned industry and existing 
industry’. It could mobilize local raw materials, overcome transportation 
dificultles and help to satisfy consumer demand. 

By 1961 local industry was violating the complementarity principle 
on a massive scale and hence the Great Leap Forvw~d was brought to an 
abrupt end-‘use steel only for the cutting edge of a knife.’ However, 
local industry has remained important in a number of areas. A significa,nt 
proportion of fertilizer output is produced in the more than 3oo small 
and medium fertilizer plants in the country as a whole. In Kwangtung 
there are several thousand native sugar-processing shops and in 1965 
they chose to establish seven new medium-scale piants with a daibl 
pressing capacity cf only 500 tons of cane. 

SIGURLXON, J.: ‘The Suitability of Technology in Contemporary 
China’, in Impnct of Science on Society, vol. xxiii, no. 4 (October- 
December 1973), UNESCO. 

Discusses rural industrial technology in China. Estimates that it provides 
employment for 2.5 per cent of labour force in Hopei. Describes small- 
scale hydro-electric power stations (providing estimated 16 per cent of 
China’s hydro-electric power); simple methods to produce marsh gas; 
manufacture of synthetic ammonia on a small scale and small cement 
plants. Describes some design modifications made to suit local conditions 
-e.g. use of bamboo or wood instead of iron in hydro-electric generators, 
and use of low-quality coal for production of ammonia. 

SIGURDSON, J.: ‘Technology and Employment in China’, World 

Development, vol. 2, no. 3, March 1974. 

Describes Chinese manpower and technology policies since 1956, with 
emphasis on ‘walking on two legs’ with advanced technology in tht. 
modem industrial sector, aad small-scale technology for the rural sector 
suitable for ‘economically and industrially primitive conditions’. Since 
the proliferation of small-scale technologies in 1969-71, emphasis now 
seems to be shifting towards technical innovations which will raise labour 
productivitv in this sector; additional labour absorption will take place 
mainly wit&n agriculture. 

Describes some rural manufacturing technologies. In the manufacture 
of cement three different techniques are used for the sintering process: 
big plants with conventional rotary kilns, small and medium plants 
using vertical kilns, and very small plants using pitches in the ground. 
Almost half of output comes from the second and third categories. 
Production costs in very small plants studied were almost 150 yen per 
ton (1958) but had fallen to 36 yen in 1970, as plant size increased and 
the techniques were fully mastered, which compares with costs of 31 yen 
per ton for a plant of roo,ooo tons capacity. The small-scale methods are 
justified in terms of gradual mastery of techniques and training of 
workers, quarrying of materials, avoidance of excess capacity, and high 
transportation costs. Investment can be considerably reduced with a local 
industrial base which enables the use of makeshift equipment and local 
adaptations. 
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Describes the interaction between local industry and agriculture in a 
county industrial system. Emphasizes the importance <>t’ local indivi- 
dua! engineering enterprises as the foc::i point for upgra2lTg skilis and 
technology; 96 per cent of counties have enterprises makiL~~g machinery. 
IMl-bearing production is described as an example. 

UNITED ~I'ATIONS I~~ir~riiiA~ i)EwLOiwEiL’T Gxci\iwznrrozr: ‘Organiza- 

tion and Operation of Cottage and Small Industries in Japan’, 

Indastriaiiaation and Productivity, Buileiin no. 2 (1959), pp. 37-41. 

Discusses the impact of the infrastructural and institutional environment 
on small Japanese enterprises. 

One striking feature of the small enterprise is the use of a single- 
purpose machine for each specific operation. This saves times in changmg 
tools, dies, and fixtures and ensures better and more output. Such 
machines ca:: often be cheaper to install and are easy to handle and 
repair and maintain locally; their total paver consumption is much 
lower. They are often specially designed and manufactured in the fac- 
tories themselves. Likewise,, most small factories have their own 
draughtinfi and designing sectIons, development departments, and testing 
iaborazories. Considerable attention is given to the !ayout of plant and 
equipment. 

UT.JII’JTD p~:xrIosj 3 INIXTSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGXNIZATIOX: ‘The 

Dual Sature of Industrial Development in Japan’, I~~dustrializatioa and 
P~oduc:iz+ty, Bulletin no. 8 (1964), pp. 41-52. 

Examines the co-existence of the capital-intensive large-scale industries 
alongside a highly developed small-scale sector using labour-intensive 
processes and employing a large proportion of the work force for very 
low wages. This dual development was accompanied by the use of labour- 
saving techniques, many of them ‘borrowed’. The structure cf relative 
prices and aL,,~ce of labour unions kept wages low for a long time, 
while the social-economic viability of agricultural and service industries 
enabled these industries to support the labour force. 

The major acceleration in development in the period 1910-36 was 
strongly encouraged by the government,, which provided finance for iron 
and s:eel, shipbuilding, and transportation equipment. At the same time 
the government implemented a variety of policies to improve productivity 
in small establishments. These incfuded selection of products and pro- 
cesses specifically relevant to small firms, exploitation of economies of 
scale in, for example, irrigation projects and fertilizers and transfer into 
small firms of the part of capital assets which was considered to be in- 
efficient in large firms. 

In the 1950s the growth rate jumped to IO per cent p.a. This was 
accompanied by a sharp increase in the contribution of neutral techno- 
logical changes and an increase in the share of heavy industry. Inter-firm 
wage differentials began to increase, and these were related to size since 
unions are almost all organized by firms, since in large firms employment 
usuai1.y involves a lifetime commitment, and since there was no legal 
guarantee of minimum wage rates. 
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Wxrm~n~, S. : ‘Entrepreneurship iv1 Japanese filanufxturing’, Inter- 
nationai L&w liez;ier~, vol. 102 (July-December 1970), pp. 531~76. 

Contains a lot of interesting information, much of it sociological. Of 
particular interest are the following two tables showing the low capital 
requirements (roughly 700 yen = LI) for entry into manufacturing, and 
the widespread use of second-hand machinery. 

Initial capital 
requirement 
fix er,trp into 
manufacturing 
(‘000 yen) 

Fukuoka Report Fujikawa Report 
Jan. 1961~ Aug. 1964- 
Mar. 1967 June 196,; 
% “/b 

KKK Keport 
Jan. 1967- 
Dec. 1968 
“i 
,‘2 

o-500 
joo-~,ooo 
I ,ooo--i,ooo 
zz,ooo and over 

48.5 31.8 21’4 
7.4’2 Z4’Z 19.6 
I’>‘, 34’9 26.8 
7.6 9’1 32’2 

Percentage sf used mzchines in the total of machines purchased 

I957 1962 

4+ 4-19 4t 4-19 
workers workers workers workers 

Lathe: 
Auromobiles and components 82.6 
Machine and e~aimnent 

90’3 18.5 39’1 

manuf:lcturing 83.6 9E.3 Zj’O 
Bearings 51’7 01.9 Zj.0 
Sewing machines 68.7 80.4 23’0 
Bicycles and parts 69.8 ‘75.8 20.0 

Milliq machine: 
Machine and equipment 

manufacturing 90’7 94‘1 12.5 
Sewing machines 78.6 IWO 23 ‘0 

Press : 
Autnmobiles and components 24.7 40’0 Ip$ 
Bicycles and parts 33’3 33’3 ZO’l 

_~ 

21’9 

39’9 
25’9 

21.8 
14.6 

212 

44’9 
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Studies of appropriate technological innovation 

AURORA, 2. S., and MOREHOUSE, W.: ‘Dilemma of Technological 
Choice: The Case of the Small Tractor’, Ecorzonzic and Political Weekly, 
vol. ;, nos. 31-3 (Special Number,. August x972), pp. 1633-44. 

Traces the difficulties which the Indian Central Mechanical Engineering 
Research Institute encountered in designing and developing the zo- 
horse-power ‘Swaraj’ trac:tor in the face of competition from the Czech 
‘Zeteor’ tmctor which would have been a turn-key job. The public sector 
firm Hindustar: RIachine Toois opted for the Zeteor on grounds of 
immediate hen&s, but the Punjab State Industrial Development Cor- 
poration took up the Swaraj project, seeing the development potential of 
the project for the area as off-setting its cost, time, and initial quality 
disadvantages. 

The authors discuss the influence of the economic and social climate 
within India on attempts to dewlop indigenous technologies which they 
say are necessary if ‘technological colonialism’ is to be overcome. Among 
governme:zt pohcies which constrain such development the authr*Jvs con- 
sider anti-monopoly legisiation, industria: relations po!icy, and the goals 
which pubiic-sector enterprises are expected to achieve, notably profit- 
ability. They emphasize the need for strong policies to overcome such 
cunst:aints. 

BOURKE~ \5?. 0.: ‘Basic Vehicle for South-East Asia’, in Technology and 
Economics in Economic Development, U.S.A.I.D., May 1972. 

Report by the president of Ford-&a-Pacific Inc. of rhe development of 
an intermediate vehicle, the ‘Fiera’, ‘more efficient than the traditional 
animal- or human-powered vehicles but iess expensive than the imported 
vehicles designed for use in developed country markets’. Production 
technology was designed to be simple enough to be done with ‘a 70 ton 
brake press, a manually operated screw-press, and simple jigs and fixtures 
which can be we!ded together out of readily available materials’. The 
vehicle consists of a simple cab and chassis. Model \ ariations are possible 
so that it can be used as a truck., a passenger minibus, a van; it can be 
used to drive a rice-husking machine, power a water pump or a saw. 
I\Ianufacture is planned in the Philippines in 1973. Total research invest- 
ment was LJ.S. %po,ooo. 

GERMAN FOGNDATION FOR CEVELOPING COUNTRIES: Development and 
Disseminatic?z of Appropriate Technologies in Rural Areas, report of a 

workshop heid in Juiy 1972 in Kumasi, Ghana; Seminar Centre for 
Economic and Social Development, Berlin and University of Science 
and Technology, Kumasi. 
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R. Paillon: ‘Dwelopnreni of the Tek-Block Press’, pp. 57-66. 
Outlines the improvements made to the Latin Americm Amra Ram hand 
machine for making cement-stabilized soil building blocks and the organi- 
zational arrangements (such as training, incentive schemes, etc.) made to 
encourage its adoption. Estimates the economics of the process-‘at least 
three houses mtst be built using the machine to make it economically 
justifiable; the use of the machine becomes econotnically interesting at 
perhaps six houses.’ 

J. Beck: ‘Low-Cost Housing Research for Ghana-Design, Materials, 
Constntction Teckniqus’, pp. 67-78. 

Discusses the improvements to traditional housing which are being 
fostered by the university. 

Also, a number of other articles of a mere general nature. 

GIRAL, J. B., and MORGAN, R. P.: Appropriate Technology for Chemical 
Industries in Developing Economies, report of a smnmer research training 
pro.ject held at Xational Autonomous University of Mexico, July- 
August 1972, bibiiography. 

The authors document Mexican eases of successful adaptation of 
technology for use in small-scale plants supplying a smaller market than 
would be the ease in an advanced country. Such successful adaptation 
experience, thev warn, is not widespread, and its impact is more illuminat- 
ingly character&d as capital-saving since the sector as a whole does not 
lend itself to hew;. labour utilization. 

The case studies. briefly described, cover: updating an obsolete process; 
change in the reaction conditions in the manufacture of an organic 
intermediate; expansion of anexistingoperation through processoptimiza- 
tion; extrusion of an optica!-quality plastic film; manufacture of a prilled 
product; straight manufacture of ammonium sulphate; synthetic hor- 
mones; paper from sugarcane waste; and steel by direct gas reduction. 
‘Among the key elements seem to be the use, for smaller markets, of 
somewhat mere labour-intensive materials handling steps and quality 
control practices, saving upon expensive equipment and utilizing locally 
available raw materials.’ 

The rest of the study is taken up with considering ways in which apprc- 
priate technologies can be fostered. 

RUINA, J. P.: ‘Technology Adaption Projects of the M.I.T.‘, paper 
presented to study group on the Choice and Adaption of Technology 
in Developing Countries, O.E.C.D., 1972. 

Discusses the projects currently being carried cut at MIT. These are 
into road and air transport, water resources, housing, systems analysis, 
materials adaption, organizational studies, and R and D. 

SAWSOK, R. L.: ‘The Motor Pump: A Case Study of Innovation and 

Deve!opment’, Oxford Economic Papers, March 1969, pp. 109-21. 

Investigates the invention of a motor pump for irrigation which ccn- 
tributed greatly to the development of a major portion of the upper 
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delta region of the Mekong Delta of South Vietnam in the mid rghos, 
and its rapid diffusion to farm users in the absence of a formal ccmmunica- 
tions system or marked government support. The pump proved to be 
extremely profitable, replaced the water-wheel, and far from displacing 
labcur allowed additional land to be double cropped, raising the ratios 
of labcur to land and capital to land and eliminating widespread seasonal 
unemployment. 

The author makes a distinction between four types of intermediate 
technoicgy: in th” economic sense where the best technclcgv is too expen- 
sive to warrant Its adoption; in the distributive sense &hen the best 
tzchrclcgy is simply not avaiiable, for whatever reason; in the technical 
sense when in the developed economies there is no task similar to that 
fati-d in the underdeveloped economy; and finally when a foreign exchange 
bottleneck dictates the use of an intermediate technc!cgy. 
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Miscellataeous 

BHAL,LA, A. S.: ‘Galcnson-Leibenstein Criterion of Growth Recan- 
sidered: Some Implicit Assumptions’, Economia Internazimale, 1964, 
pp. ‘41-9. 

The C-aiensor~~i,eihenstein thesis relies on the explicit assumptions that 
all profits are reinvested and that all wages are consumed. This article 
examines the fLIrther implicit assumption of a uniform wage rate, with 
reference to the Indian cotton textile industry. Taking numbers employed 
as a criterion of plant size the author argues that the plants with the 
highest l/i, ratio are of medium size (25~499), that the wage rate is 
positively cot-related with the size of plant, that surplus per person is 
higher- in the IOO-z+y size group than in the aso-499 size group, and 
that even when capital-intensive techniques yield a larger surplus per 
person, the total surplus generated may be smaller. 

DIAZ-AI.E;AKDRO, C. F.: ‘Industrialisation and Labour Productivity’, 
Review of Ecorromics and Statistics, May 1965, pp. 207-14. 

Examines the empirical basis of Hirschman’s hypothesis that capital- 
intensive, machine-paced industries help to economize on scarce mana- 
gerial resources, namely, that labour productivity dif?erentials between 
LDCs and developed countries should be much larger in labour-intensive 
than in capital-intensive industries. Presents data for a wlmber of in- 
dustries in the U.S.A. and in Argentina on labour productivity, and three 
measures of labour-intensity, viz.: the ratio of the wage bill to value 
added, physical plant size, and number of production workers. The data 
suggest that Hirschman’s hypothesis may apply to quite a range of 
industries, though there are also a number of strong counter-examples. 
Several industries achieved high productivity where quite low productivity 
would have been forecast on Hirschman’s hypothesis, suggesting that 
shortage of managerial talent may not be an overriding constraint. 

HE.~LY, J. RI.: ‘Industrialisation, Capital Intensic: and Efficiency’, 
Bulletin qf the Oxford C.kiversi~y Institute of Ecommics and Statistics, 
November 1968, pp. 323-40. 

Investigates the empirical basis of Hirschman’s hypothesis, namely, that 
the greater the capital-intensity of each industry the smaller will be its 
labour productiviv differential between countries at different levels of 
development, with reference to 110 industries in India and the U.K. 
Productivity is measured in terms of value added per operative and no 
adjustments are made for variations in capacity utilization,; capital- 
intensity is measured as book value of fixed capital per operative. 

2mc74 F 
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The data suggest no clear support for or refutatio:r of the hypothesis. 
However, ‘in considering the extreme results, the hypothesis that very 
labour-intensivz industries are particularly inefficient receives more sup- 
port than the hupothesis that very capital-intensive industries are especially 
efficient in an mdustrially immature country.’ 

In a number of cases industries producing similar products have 
widely differing capital-intensities. Regression analysis suggests that 
capital-intensity, but not plant size or the degree of mechanization 
(electric power per operative), is strongly associated w-ith relative labour 
productivity. 

See also entries for C. F. Diaz-Alejandro (1965) and J. Gouverneur. 

HIF.SCHMAN, A. 0.: The Strategy of Economic Deaelopment, Yale 

University Press, 1958. 

Chapter 8 puts forward the hypothesis that in many cases capital- 
intensive industries contribute most to the economic <lerelopment of 
developing countries on the ground that machine-paced processes are 
a substitute for managerial skills. 

HOKE, A.: ‘The Employment Potential of Appropriate Technologies 
and Export-Based Industrialisation in South Asia: Analysis and 

Policies’, mimeo, Institute of Commonwealth Studies, Oxford, 1974. 

HUGHES, Ii.: ‘Factor Prices, Capital Intensity, and Technological 
Adaptation’, in Contemporary Brazil: Issues in Economic and Political 
Dewelopment, ed. H. J. Rosenbaum and W. G. Tyler, l?raeger, 1972, 
chapter 6, pp~ 125-38. 

Discusses the causes of the excessive capital-intensity of Brazilian industry 
since 1950. On the basis of interviews with some forty Brazilian manu- 
facturing firms the author gained the impression that in general the range 
of productive technique from the point of view of the profit-maximizing 
entrepreneur was small, and that the use of shadow prices of capital and 
labour would make little difference. Even ancillary furxtions may not 
long be exempt from mechanization. For a variety of reasons the situation 
was little different in the north-east from that in the centre-south, among 
them being the lack of industrial skills and the prevalence of malnutrition 
and disease. 

HUSAIN, A. I?. A.: Iiuman and Social Impact of Techn,olq$cal Change in 
Pakistan, Oxford University Press, Pakistan, 1956. 

Describes technological changes in East Pakistan, based on field survey 
of nineteen factories :nd rickshaw workers. Describes human and social 
impact of technological change-e.g. new factories associated with higher,’ :’ 
incomes for workers than previous occupations, but worse housing, worse 
diet, poor health, high absenteeism, and considerable maladjustment. ‘, ~~ 
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE: Towards Full Employment: A Pro- 
gramme for Colombia, I.L,O., Geneva, 1970. 

Chapter II discusses the possibilities .nf using more labour-intensive 
techniques. 

MARSDEN, K. : ‘Progressive Technologies for Developing Countries’, 

Jtzternational Labour Review, vol. IOI (January-~June 1970), pp. :75- 
502. 

A general survey of the arguments for appropriate technologies i,: LDCs, 
containing many illustrations. 

MERHAV, M.: Technological Dependence, A~fonopclj: zd &xth, Per- 
gamon Press, Oxford, 1969. 

A largely theoretic4 analysis of the problems developing countries face 
from the monopolistic market structures brought about by the import 
of Western technologies. Appendix In contains capital cost-capacity and 
labour cost-capacity ratios calculated from U.S., Japanese, Soviet, and 
Latin American data for the following industries: ammonium nitrate, 
beer bottles, radial ball-bearings, taper roller-bearings, tar, benzole, 
cement, finished steel, aluminium plant, and food canning. 

PFEFFERMANN, G. : Industrial Labour in the Republic of Senegal, Praeger, 
New York, 1968, pp. 172-97. 

Chapter TI discusses choice of techniques in former French tropical 
territoriys. The author emphasizes that influence over choice of industries 
is easier than infuence over the choice of techniques within industry. 

A number of factors encourage the use of capital-intensive techniques, 
The low productivity of unskilled African labour leads both to substitu- 
tion of machines for labour, and also to the use of machines to increase 
labour productivity-many e+atriate employers interviewed considered 
large investments in technic4ly advanced capital goods to be a pre- 
requisite to an economic use of cheap labour. Capital goods tend to be 
standardized to produce for the markets of advanced economies, and the 
requirements of the expatriate labour market tend to reinforce standardiza- 
tion. Monopoly position and tariff protection i~ncrease lthe ability of firms 
to depart from socially optimal factor allocation., 

Most industrialists interviewed stated that there .rvas no choice of 
technique open to them since the choice of capital equipment is deter- 
mined by the markets of the advanced countries. Some said that although 
there were choices for each process within their firm considered separ- 
ately, once a choice was made for one process this by and large deter- 
mined the choices for each of the other processes. Ancillary operations 
are generally an exception. 

The manager of the Senegalese match factory justified increased 
mechanization on the grounds that: ‘(a) the quality of the product had 
improved greatly, making it capable of facing international competition; 
(b) problems of personnel management and supervision had been greatly 
alleviated and labour relations had improved; (c) the rate of absenteeism 
fell; (d) piece-work could be replaced by hourly wages representing 
a better remuneration for most workers; (e) the need for expatriate 
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supervision :;as reduced, enabling the firm to raise the quality of the ex- 
petri: -1 lxour force, thereby making it less likely to be attacked by the 
government on political grounds for Africanization; (f) the new plant 
is ver,y similar to a recently built sister-plant in the Ivory Coast, thus 
reducing over-all costs for the international firm.’ 

indigenous firms are far more capital-saving than the expatriate ones, 
but seldom expand so as to be able to compete. The author argues that 
this i; the result of discrimination in both capital and labour markets 
which bars them from obtaining competent management and cheap 
capital. 

RAXJS, G. : ii:xstment Criteria, Productivity and Economic Develop- 
mem: An Empirical Comment’, @urterly Journal of Economics, May 

1962, pp. 298-302. 

Argues that the total ploughback of profits in relation to capital stock in 
the textiles, light engineering, plastics and leather, and leather goods 
industries in Karachi is maximized in medium-scale plants, thus throwing 
doubt on the (~;alenson-Leibenstein hypothesis. The criterion of capital- 
intensity used is size of plant in terms of numbers employed. 

Rau~s, G.: ‘Some Observations on the Economic Framework for 

Optimum LDC Utilization of Technology’, in Technology and Economics 
in I~ztrrnational Development, U.S.A.I.D., Washington D.C., May 1972. 

Discusses the mechanisms of technology transfer, with empirical evidence 
from Korea, Taiwan, and Japan. 

R4NIS, G.: ‘Industrial Sector Labor Absorption’, in Economic Develop- 
ment and Cultural Change, vol. 21, no. 3 (April 1973), pp. 387-408. 

Provides a historical and policy perspective for the generally poor record 
of industrial labour absorption and argues that ‘labour surplus developing 
countries, well within their efficiency frontier, may be able . to enjoy 
more employment, more growth, and more inccme distribution at the 
same time.’ This arises from their ‘indigenous capital-stretching capacity’, 
that is, their capacity to reach higher levels of labour productivity 
accompanied by lower I/O ratios. 

In post-Restoration Japan capital-stretching innovations took the form 
of running imported machinery at rates and speeds substantially higher 
than those used abroad and of saving plant through exploiting comple- 
mentarities between many small labour-intensive units and the large 
industrial-management unit (the subcontracting system). As evidence 
that such innovations were in response to differences in factor endowments 
the author cites the continued use of non-automatic looms until indigenous 
entrepreneurial and skilled labour capacities were adequate, whereas the 
latest automatic spinning equipment was used much sooner. 

A similar pattern of capital-stretching is apparent in Korea since the 
devaluation of 1964 and the interest rate reform of 1965, and in Taiwan 
since the liberalization policies of the early 1960s. Perhaps the -most 
interesting development has been the extension of subcontracting to the 
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S,vxs, I.: ‘Selection of Techniques: Problems and Policies for Latin 

Anwxica’, in the Ecor~om.ic Bulletin for Latin America, vol. 15, no. I, 
first half of 1970. 

.4 theoretical discussion which includes a critique of the factors biasing 
the Latin American economies (inappropriately) towards choice of 
capital-intensive technologies. These factors include subsidized credit 
and fiscal rebates which are wastefully spent on over-capitalized equip- 
ment, and the high rate of inflation which encourages expenditure on 
prestige construction, while there is often an acute shortage of working 
capital. At the same time various labour taxes and fringe benefits increase 
the price of labour, while the tense labour situation often makes it un- 
attractive to choose lahour in preference to capital. 

SCHUMACHER, E. F. : ‘Industrialisation through Intermediate Techno- 

iogy’, in R. Robinson (ed.): Industvialisation in Developing Countries, 
Cambridge University Overseas Studies Committee Conference on 
Role of Industrialization in Development, Cambridge, 1965. 

.4rgues the case for intermediate technology. 

SEN, A. K.: ‘1Vorking Capital in the Indian Bxnomy: A Conceptual 
Framework and some Estimates’, in P. N. Rosensteii;-Rodan, Pricing 
and Fiscal Policies, George Allen & Unwin, 1964, chapter 6, pp* 125-47. 

Discusses perhaps the most neglected aspect of capital formation, work- 
ing capital, and one which is crucial to any attempt to measure the capital- 
intensity of an industry. 

The working capital requirement consists of: (a) work-in-progress, 
which is a function of the cost of recurring inputs per unit of output flow 
and the time lags betwen the application of recurring inputs and the 
arrival of outputs; (b) the stock of finished goods, which will comprise 
atransaction hoard, and a speculative hoard, and in a few cases a pre- 
cautionary hoard too; and (c) the stock of raw materials, which will again 
consist of a transaction, a speculative, and perhaps a precautionary part. 

4 special problem is posed by the value of labour in the pipeline since 
from the national viewpoint one must consider the alternative use of 
labour and the additional consumption generated by additional employ- 
ment. Here it is important to distinguish between inventory pus stock of 
goods and inventory in the sense of capital necessnty to induce the applica- 
tion of incremental labour. It is the latter which we are interested in and 
in a non-wage (i.e. rural household) economy this stock need not be 
increased prior to expanding production; rather the expansion of this 
stock, which is a consun@tion stock, is only a result of increased output. 
This has important planning implications where there is the possibility 
of converting household-based economies into wage-based ones. 

From an examination of data from various sources on different sectors 
of the Indian economy the author arrives at the following estimates of 
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the ratio of working capital to net e&w added during the period of the 
third Five Year Plan (1960-5): 

Manufactures I.Oj Reliable 
Mining 0.~4 Not very reliable 
Small enterprises 0.50 Shaky 
‘Trading I’:3 Eat very reliable 
A%griculture 0.14 Quite reliable 
Construction and railway o Con\-ention 
Over-nil CC+0 

This contrasts with an o\w-all allowance for working capital of 16 per 
cent of total net investment in the Third Plan, a considerable shortfall. 
‘This implies that saving and investment in India have been considerably 
bigher than has generally been recognized. 

STRASSAI.~~ IV. P. : Techtzological Change azd Economic Development: 
The A~aar~Nfachiu~ng Experience of Mexico arrd Puerto Rica, Ithaca, 1968, 

chapters 4 and 5, pp. 112-94. 

The author conducted interviews during the period 1960-3 to determine 
the factors aifecting investment decisions in seventy firms. He discovered 
that factors encouraging capital-intensity were: low interest rates, ranging 
from 5-20 per cent in a time of 7 per cent inflation; tax incentives to 
reinvest profits; various market imperfections encouraging substitution 
of capital n-here organizational skills are in short supply, namely, wide 
variations in wage rates, training costs, productivity, absenteeism, turn- 
over, etc.; in the case of Mexico, high redundancy payments stipulated 
by law; and high wages inasmuch as they discourage capital from enter- 
ing and labour from leaving. 

Two-thirds of the firms in Mexico said they would not have bought 
more equipment if they had been able to borrow more. Just owr 30 per 
cent of these firms said that the choice of technique was affected by 
ir,terest rates. 

Only one interviewee thought that he could have reduced costs by 
using less mechanization and more labour, whereas zg per cent thought 
they could profitably install extra equipment to facilitate the current 
volume of production. Sixty-two per cent of firms contemplating higher 
capital-intensity in existing product lines thought that this would lead 
to higher output; some wanted improvements in quality. 

It is argued that an important factor determining mechanization in 
auxiliary processes was the scale of output involved: one large bakery 
had a conveyor belt for the continuous cooling of bread, whereas a smaller 
one used stationary hand-loaded cooling racks. In 53 per cent of Puerto 
Rican and 70 per cent of Mexican plants, auxi!iary brocesses were modi- 
fied in comparison with U.S. practice. 

Ten per cent of the R&&an and Puerto Rican firms used multi- 
purpose equipment which would be unusual in an equivalent U.S. plant, 
while ar.Lther 40 per cent used standard equipment for more than one 
phase 0” production, often at the expense of continuous-flow layouts. 
Large firms were found to be more adapt& than small, one reason 
being that workers could more easily be shifted from one operation to 
another. 

Discusses intensive staffing and multiple-shift working as means of 
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increasing !abour-intensity. In 1956 the shift coefficient for r\Iexican 
manufacturin~g was r.o~, compared with 1.14 in New York and 1.45 in 
Detroit; among the highest in Mexico were basic metals (I.ss), petroleum 
(1.46): and paper (I.zz). Out of a sample of 70 ‘new and progressive’ 
firms, 29 oprrated two or more shifts in all departments, and a further 9 
in a few departments; size and multishift workin? were positively cor- 
related. Of the 38 firms operating multiple shifts, 3 I did so for compelling 
technical reasons, such as not stopping furnaces. 

Discusses the possibility of local machinery production, and the role 
of mai?~ .nance, durability, and second-hand equipment. 

TY~LER, W. : ‘Employment Generation and Promotion of Manufactured 
Exports in Less Developed Countries: Some Suggestive Evidence’, 

mimeo, Kiel, 1973. 

\VEISSKOFF, R., LEVY, R., NISONOFF, L., and WOLFF, E.: ‘A 
Multi-Sector Simulation ;Llodel of Employment, Growth and Income 

Distribution in Puerto Rico: A Re-evaluation of “Successful” Develop- 
ment Strategy’, mimeo, Yale Economic Growth Center, 1973. 

Finds that a ten-year ‘technology freeze’ policy in Puerto Rico could 
have increased 1963 employment by +oo,ooo jobs or 40 per cent: rgo,ooo 
jobs ‘iost’ were due to inter-industry flows, 1953-63; the rest to increases 
in productivity. 

YEOXW, 11’. A : ‘Seiection of Production Processes for the Manu- 

facturing Subsidiaries of US Based Multinational Corporations’, un- 
published DBA thesis, Harvard Business School (April 1968). 

Argues that the U.S. firm is more likely to depart from its U.S. techno- 
logy in low-wage countries if the basis of competition is primarily price. 
41~0 suggests that U.S. firms adjust their technology more, in low-wage 
countries, for light manufacturing than for heavy manufacturing. This 
greater adjustment for light manufacturing probably reflects the existence 
of a wider range of known, feasible technologies for light industries. 
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Addendum 

BH~I.LA, A. S. (ed.) : Choice of Techniques md the Employment Problem 

in illonufuctwitg, Technology and Employment series of the Inter- 

national Labour Organisation \Vorld Employment Programme, Geneva, 

forthcoming. 

Contains chapters on issues of concept and measurement by A. S. 
Bhalla, J. Gaude, and J. Krishnamurty. The empirical case studies 
cover: the copper and aluminium industries, by P. Della Valle; can 
prodiicticn in Kenya, Tanzania, and Thailand by Charles Cooper and 
Raphaei Kaplinsky (q.v. I.L.O. Kenya Report entry for findings on 
Ken>-a); second-hand machines in jure processing in Kenya, by Charles 
Cooper and Raphael Kaplinsky; the textile industry, by Howard Pack; 
sugar processing in India, by C. G. Baron; cement blocks in Kenva, 
by Frances Stewart (q.v. p. 361, the engineering industry in Colombia, 
by Norton Young, German Valenzuela and Peter Mantes; metal-working 
in hlexico, by G. I<. Boon (q.v. p. 20). 

ENOS, J. L.: ‘More (or Less) on the Choice of Technique, with a 

Contemporary Example’, mimeo, Magdalen College, Oxford, April 

‘974. 

Discusses the production of Sait in S. E. Asia. See also the entry for 
.4sian Industrial Survey for Regional Co-operation, pages 17-1s above. 

IxTERN.~TIOSAL LABOUR OFFICE: hp!oyment, Incomes and Inequality: 

.4 Strategy for Increasing Productive Employment in Kenya, Geneva, 

‘972. 

Contains studies of choice of technique in can manufacture (pp. 371-82) 
(q.v. Bhalla above) and in road construction (pp. 383-90). 

INTEXNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE: World Employment Programme Work- 

ing Papers: 

BARON, C. G.: ‘Sugar Processing Techniques in India’, preliminary 

mimeo report, January 1973 (q.v. Bhalla above). 

BHALLA, A. S.: ‘Concept and Measurement of Lahour-Intensity’, 

WEP z-22, August 1974 (q.v. Bhalla above). 

COOPER, C., KAPLINSKP, R., and TURNER, R.: ‘Second-Hand Equip- 

ment in a Developing Country: A Study of Jute Processing in Kenya’, 

WEP z-22, Geneva, November 1973 (q.v. Bhalla above). 
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ERIKSSON, R., YLI.O, Aq., and LUNDGREN, N.: ‘Thai Workers in Heavy 

Road Constrwtion Activities-An Ergonomic Pilot Study’, WEP z-16, 

Geneva, April 1974. 

GAUUE, J.: ‘Capital-Labour Substitution Possibilities: A Review of 

Empirical Research’, WEP a-~, Geneva, May 1974 (q.v. Bhalla above). 

KRISHXAMURTY, J, : ‘Indirect Employment Effects of Investment in 

Industry’, WEP a-aa, Geneva, July 1974 (q.v. Bhalla above). 

LAL, D.: ‘Men or Machines: A Philippines Case Study of Labour- 

Capitai Substitution in Road Construction’, WEP z-22, Geneva, 

October 1973 (q.v. entry for I.L.O.: ‘Roads an,d Redistribution’ on 

page 28). 

PACK, H.: ‘The Choice of Technique and Employment in the 

Textile Industry’, UEP a-22, Geneva, March 1974 (q.v. Bhalla above). 

S~W~H, L. D., and BROWN, C. J. F.: ‘Employment and Coffee Pro- 

duction Techniques: An International Comparison’, WEP a-aa, 

Geneva, February 1974. 

SHAHPSTOS, RI. J.: ‘Capital-Labour Substitution Possibilities: An 
~:,, Empirical Approach’, mimeo, IBRD, Washington, July 1973. 
in,, 

Discusses ‘at a factory-floor level what capital/labour substitution typically 
1~1 mrolves’. Deals principally with the metal-working industry. 
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Low-Cost \Vater Technologies’, ITDG, London, 1971. 
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conjunction with the Appropriate Technology Cell, Ministry of In- 

dustrial Development, Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi IIOOII, quarterly 

from 1973. 

SMALL INDUSTRY EXTENSION TRAINING INSTITUTE: Sendoc Bull&z: 
Bulletin of the Small Enterprises National Documentation Centre, SIET 
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